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Abstract

This thesis examines magnetotransport in holographic models that describe gravity

coupled to a non-linear gauge field sector and scalars. Momentum dissipation in

the system is generated by including axionic terms which break translational invari-

ance. Such theories can be used to describe systems with non-linear interactions

between charge carriers, which are expected to play an important role in strongly

correlated electron matter. The first model studied in the thesis is based on the

Dirac-Born-Infeld D-brane action. We construct new fully backreacted black hole

solutions to this theory and compute the associated conductivities, using holographic

techniques. We show that some of these new geometries also support magnetic-field-

induced metal-insulator transitions. We then extend the construction of holographic

conductivities and the magnetotransport analysis to a more general class of models

with a non-linear gauge sector. We study non-relativistic Lifshitz and hyperscaling

violating geometries in this larger class of theories, which can be used to describe

dual systems that are quantum critical. Working in a dilute charge limit, we identify

clean scaling regimes in the transport properties of the dual system. In particular,

we realize the temperature scalings of the entropy, resistivity, Hall angle and mag-

netoresistance seen in the strange metal phase of the cuprate high temperature

superconductors. Our results rely crucially on the presence of nonlinear interactions

among the charge carriers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Why a Theory of Quantum Gravity?

Compared to the other fundamental forces in nature, gravity is the weakest. Ein-

stein’s theory of general relativity is an effective description for gravitational effects

at large length scales. It describes the way in which the fabric of space-time bends

around massive objects, and teaches us that what one typically perceives as gravity

is really the curvature of space-time. General relativity has been tested to great ac-

curacy, with the recent LIGO detection of gravity waves providing the last missing

piece of evidence. Quantum theories, on the other hand, explain the behavior of

elementary particles that make up matter at atomic and subatomic scales. Since

the masses of these particles are very small, one typically does not need to consider

gravitational forces when analyzing elementary particle interactions and working

below atomic lengths (as long as we remain well above the Planck scale).

At first glance, these theories seem to be mutually exclusive. They are valid

effective descriptions at either large (gravitational) or small (quantum) length scales.

The difference between them is further exemplified when considering that general

2



relativity is deterministic while quantum mechanics is inherently probabilistic. In

their respective realms, each theory is well developed and understood. However,

to describe an extremely dense object (a large mass confined to a tiny distance)

we need to understand both gravitational and quantum effects at once. This leads

naturally to the question, which framework should be used in this case?

The answer is interestingly: neither. General relativity, being a classical theory,

is not equipped to handle the small length scales at which quantum effects become

crucial. Similarly, quantum mechanics does not come with a built in operator for

gravitational forces and is not well suited to describe the large curvatures of space-

time associated with a massive object. Thus, our usual tools fail to explain setups

in which extreme energies are concentrated over small distances. In such cases, we

need a new theory of Quantum Gravity which is capable of capturing the effect of

both forces at once. Of course, we are already aware of a few cases where such

a theory is needed. The most well known example is a black hole, an object so

massive that it tears the fabric of space-time at the curvature singularity in its core.

The small length scales near the singularity imply that quantum effects cannot be

ignored, motivating the need for a quantum description of gravity.

Moreover, black holes behave like thermodynamic objects and emit black body

radiation [1]. They carry an entropy, which was computed in the 1970’s by Hawking

and Bekenstein [2] using semi-classical arguments, and found to be

S =
k

4
√
G~/c3

A, (1.1)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, A is the area of the black hole horizon, and√
G~/c3 is the Planck length. Their calculation was based on considering particles

pair-produced out of the vacuum near the horizon of the black hole. In empty space,

particle pairs are constantly created out of the vacuum and immediately afterwards

3



annihilate each other, disappearing into the vacuum again. However, if this process

occurs near the horizon of a black hole, one of the particles can be absorbed by

the black hole while the other can escape. The latter carries energy away from the

black hole, thus giving rise to radiation. Therefore, black hole radiation is a quantum

mechanical effect and by extension so is its entropy. Since entropy is a measure of

the number of microstates associated with the system (with a given macrostate),

the Bekenstein-Hawking result led to a longstanding fundamental question about

what may be the quantum microstates that make up a black hole (and how they

may be encoded in its area). It is important to emphasize that this question can not

be answered within the theory of general relativity, or using quantum mechanics

alone. It requires the development of a quantum theory of gravity, and indeed,

string theory has since then provided a detailed answer to some of these questions,

identifying the microstates of large classes of black holes and reproducing precisely

their Bekenstein-Hawking entropy1 [3].

Another prime example demonstrating the need for a theory of quantum grav-

ity is the evolution of the early universe. Immediately following the big bang, the

universe started out very dense and hot. Explaining the Big Bang singularity and

constructing well-motivated models of inflation (the early period of accelerated ex-

pansion of the universe) once again requires knowledge of quantum gravity.

1.2 String Theory as a Framework for Quantum Grav-

ity

When the energy scale is much lower than the Planck scale, E << Mp, ordinary

quantum field theory (QFT) methods can be applied to gravity, leading to an ef-

1The string theory result takes into account quantum effects not captured by the semi-classical
approximation of Bekenstein and Hawking. It reduces to the latter in the appropriate semi-classical
limit.
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fective field theory (EFT) description of gravity. However, such an EFT breaks

down at the Planck scale. To understand why this is so, consider the simplest

Feynman diagram describing the interaction of elementary particles in QFT. Due

to their point-like nature, two particles are drawn as meeting at a common point

while interacting with a third particle. Such point-like interactions can often lead

Figure 1.1: A point-like interaction in quantum field theory.

to the presence of divergences or infinities in the corresponding quantum field the-

ory scattering amplitudes. However, in quantum field theory there is a well defined

procedure for dealing with these divergences, known as renormalization. This is ac-

complished through the addition of counterterms which cancel the divergences and

give rise to finite results which agree to a high degree of accuracy with experiments.

It should be noted, however, that this process can only be carried out if a theory

contains finitely many divergences. In such cases, the corresponding quantum field

theory is called renormalizable.

First attempts to quantize gravity using standard QFT techniques introduced

the graviton, a point-like massless spin-2 field that is responsible for the mediation

of the gravitational force, much like the photon mediates the electromagnetic force.

However, further study of scattering amplitudes between gravitons led to the dis-

covery that once loops are accounted for in the corresponding Feynman diagram,

the number of divergences that are present in the theory becomes infinite at the

Planck scale. It is for this reason that gravity is described as not renormalizable.

With infinitely many divergences, we cannot simply introduce counterterms to fix

the problem (a theory which contains an infinite number of counterterms is not well

5



defined). This indicates that in the high energy limit, our EFT of gravity is itself

not well defined.

It is then natural to ask if there may be another description for the basic con-

stituents of nature beyond the standard point-like assumption. Instead of modeling

the world as a collection of point particles, in string theory the basic constituents are

one dimensional objects2, open and closed strings. One key difference can be seen

in the structure of the Feynman diagram describing, for instance, the interactions

between closed strings, as shown in Figure 1.2. Notice that unlike its counterpart

Figure 1.2: A closed string interaction in string theory with interaction strength gs
(the string coupling).

in Figure 1.1, the interaction does not occur at a single point, but rather in an

extended region. As it turns out, the absence of a point-like interaction is crucial

for avoiding the problem of infinite divergences, highlighting a major advantage of

using strings as the basic constituents of our universe.

Strings are very small objects, whose typical size is set by the Planck length3, and

are thus governed by quantum mechanical effects. But why is string theory a theory

of quantum gravity? It has been shown that strings can oscillate in a number of

different modes much like tiny quantum mechanical harmonic oscillators. It is these

modes that give rise to elementary particles. Interestingly, one such vibration mode

can be shown to give rise to a particle with the required properties of a graviton.

2String theory also contains D-branes which are higher dimensional extended objects on which
open strings can end.

3The Planck length describes the scale at which quantum gravitational effects become important,

lp =
√

~G
c3

. The string length is ls = 10−34m.
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Therefore, string theory is a quantum mechanical theory that includes gravity.

One of the remarkable successes of string theory as a model of quantum gravity

came in 1996 when Strominger and Vafa successfully described the entropy of a

black hole (1.1) via a counting of bound supersymmetric string states. Their count-

ing was able to perfectly reproduce the fact that entropy is related to black hole

area by a factor of 1
4 as predicted by Hawking and Beckenstein [1], providing evi-

dence for using string theory as a viable framework for a theory of quantum gravity

[3]. Shortly afterwards, new powerful techniques were developed to connect theories

of gravity to quantum field theories in one less dimension, which in turn offered a

natural explanation for why the black hole entropy is proportional to area and not

volume as one would naively expect. This is called the holographic principle and

will be the subject of this research.

1.3 The Holographic AdS/CFT Correspondence

Our understanding of the quantum structure of space-time and the connection be-

tween theories of gravity and quantum field theories was greatly advanced with

the development of the AdS/CFT correspondence, also known as holography. First

formulated by Maldacena in 1997 [4], it was then made more precise by Edward

Witten [5] and the group consisting of Igor Klebanov, Steven Gubser and Alexander

Polyakov [6]. Since then the conjecture has passed countless tests, and has been

shown to have wide reaching applications.

Holography states that certain theories of gravity (more precisely, certain string

theories) have an equivalent, dual description in terms of theories that are purely

quantum mechanical and which live in one less dimension – much like how an optical

hologram is created by encoding information about how light scatters off a three

7



dimensional object onto a two dimensional surface. In its original incarnation, the

correspondence related gravity on anti-de Sitter (AdS) space to a very special type of

quantum field theory, a conformal field theory (CFT) living on the boundary of AdS

space4. For this reason the conjecture was named the AdS/CFT correspondence.

To appreciate its significance, we start by describing a few key facts about AdS

space, and then briefly explain why it is related to a field theory that is conformal.

1.3.1 AdS Space

In order to get a feel for the structure of AdS, we first contrast it with the geometry

that describes the surface of a ball, i.e. a sphere. A five dimensional sphere S5 of

radius R is described by

X2
0 +X2

1 +X2
2 +X2

3 +X2
4 +X2

5 = R2, (1.2)

and is a solution to Einstein’s equations with constant positive curvature. The

rotational symmetry group associated with the sphere(1.2) is SO(6), the group of

orthogonal 6 x 6 matrices with a determinant of +1.

AdS, on the other hand, is a maximally symmetric solution to Einstein’s equa-

tions characterized by a constant negative curvature. While this can be hard to

visualize, it may be useful to note that AdS can be represented as a hyperboloid5.

In particular, let’s consider AdS5, i.e. five-dimensional AdS space-time. A conve-

nient way to write AdS5 is

−X2
0 −X2

1 +X2
2 +X2

3 +X2
4 +X2

5 = R2, (1.3)

4The technical statement is that Type IIB String Theory compactified on AdS5 × S5 is dual to
N = 4 SU(N) Supersymmetric Yang Mills (SYM) theory.

5Recall that an example of a surface with negative curvature is a hyperbolic plane.
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where X0, X1, . . . , X5 are the so-called embedding coordinates and R is a constant

which represents the overall size of AdS5. Notice that although we are using six

coordinates to characterize (1.3), the equation is a constraint, and therefore not all

the coordinates are independent of each other. Thus, we are indeed dealing with a

five-dimensional space-time whose metric is given by

ds2 = −dX2
0 − dX2

1 + dX2
2 + dX2

3 + dX2
4 + dX2

5 . (1.4)

In these coordinates, X0 is related in a non-trivial way to the time coordinate of the

space-time, as we will see below. The embedding coordinates make it easy to see the

hyperbolic structure of AdS and make the symmetry of the space-time apparent.

Indeed, AdS space-time has a symmetry group associated with it, much like the

five-dimensional sphere above. The symmetry group of AdS5 is SO(2,4), a label

derived from the fact that two of the six coordinates in (1.4) come with a negative

sign and the remaining four come with a positive sign. Specifically, SO(4) describes

the rotational symmetry that leaves the four positive coordinates {X2, X3, X4, X5}

in (1.3) invariant while SO(2) acts on the two negative coordinates {X0, X1}. Cru-

cially, SO(2,4) is also the symmetry group of the conformal group in four dimensions,

and thus we see the first hint of the connection between the properties of AdS space

and those of a conformal field theory.

The conformal group is the group of transformations on a space that preserves

angles. It is also the group of transformations which preserve the form of the metric

gµν up to a scale factor,

gµν → Ω2(x)gµν . (1.5)

Some simple examples of conformal transformations include translations, rotations

and scaling transformations, while a more obscure example is known as the special

9



conformal transformation6. Indeed, the four-dimensional conformal group precisely

describes N = 4 SU(N) SYM Theory, which is to date the quantum theory that is

best understood holographically.

A more useful representation of AdS5 is obtained by making the following coor-

dinate transformation,

X0 = R cosh ρ cos τ , X1 = R cosh ρ sin τ,

Xi = R sinh ρΩi , (i = 2, 3, 4, 5;
∑
i

Ω2
i = 1), (1.6)

where {ρ, τ,Ωi} are known as the global coordinates of AdS. By substituting into

(1.4), the AdS5 metric can be written in the form,

ds2 = R2(− cosh2 ρ dτ2 + dρ2 + sinh2 ρ dΩ2
3), (1.7)

where τ denotes the (global) time coordinate, ρ is a radial coordinate and the Ωi

are the angular coordinates describing the three-dimensional sphere, S3. In global

coordinates, we can visualize AdS as the cylinder shown in figure 1.3. The global

time coordinate τ runs along the vertical axis of the cylinder, and each fixed time

slice of the cylinder gives the S3, denoted in the metric by dΩ2
3. The radial coordinate

ρ interpolates from the interior of AdS (the so-called ”bulk”) to its boundary located

at ρ→∞ at which one is left only with the metric of the sphere. The meaning of the

isometry group SO(2,4) now becomes more apparent. The SO(4) group describes

the rotations of the S3, while the SO(2) part corresponds to translations in the τ

direction.

Another representation of AdS5 which will be more useful for holography is found

6The infinitesimal form of the special conformal transformation is given by: xµ → xµ + bµx2 −
2xµb · x.
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Figure 1.3: CFT exists on the boundary of AdS in the limit r →∞

by using the following coordinate transformation,

X0 =
1

2r

(
1 + r2(R2 + ~x2 − t2)

)
, Xi = Rrxi , i = 2, 3, 4

X5 = Rrt , X1 =
1

2r

(
1− r2(R2 − ~x2 + t2)

)
, (1.8)

in terms of which the metric is of the form,

ds2 = R2
(dr2

r2
+ r2(−dt2 + d~x2)

)
. (1.9)

The coordinates {r, t, ~x} are known as the Poincare coordinates and cover a wedge of

the global cylinder. Written in this way, we note that r has special significance. In

the limit that r approaches infinity, the metric reduces to exactly the flat Minkowski

metric in 4 dimensions on the boundary. The latter is appropriate for considering

quantum field theories that live in flat space. In this case the Poincare coordinates

are more useful than global coordinates, as the spatial boundary for global AdS is

a sphere. On the other hand, as r gets smaller we approach the deep interior of

AdS. For this reason, r is known as the holographic coordinate in the AdS/CFT

correspondence.

The identification of a shared symmetry group between AdS and the conformal
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group is a hint that the two are connected. However, there is an even deeper

connection between AdS and CFT stemming from the equality of their partition

functions, as we discuss next.

1.3.2 Partition Function and Correlation Functions

At the heart of the AdS/CFT correspondence is a certain “dictionary” that maps

objects in one theory to objects in another. For example, a gravitational field φ

on the AdS side of the duality will map to an operator O on the CFT side. This

dictionary comes from the equivalence between the partition function ZAdS of the

gravitational theory and the partition function ZCFT of the CFT,

ZGravity[φ] = ZCFT [J ], (1.10)

where J is the source of the operator θ dual to the bulk field φ. The identification

of the partition function suggests that space-time in some sense emerges from the

underlying quantum degrees of freedom. Even though the gravitational theory and

the dual quantum field theory live in a different number of dimensions, they encode

precisely the same amount of information, which is simply packaged differently on

the two sides of the duality. In particular, one can compute correlation functions on

both sides of the duality, and match them to each other. In highly (super)symmetric

cases, this matching has been explicitly carried out. The results have always been

found to be in perfect agreement and provide precise checks of the duality.

In quantum field theory, there is a well known procedure for computing correla-

tion functions for an operator O starting from the partition function Z. Indeed the

function Z[J ] acts as the generating functional for correlation functions, where J

denotes the source for the operator O under consideration. An n-point correlation
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function can be expressed using the path integral formalism as

Gn(x1, . . . , xn) =

∫
Dφφ(x1) . . . φ(xn) exp(iS(φ)/~)∫

Dφ exp(iS(φ)/~)
, (1.11)

where Dφ means that we are integrating over all possible configurations of the field

and S is the classical action evaluated at that field configuration. We can obtain

Gn from the generating functional given by

Z[J ] =

∫
Dφ exp[iS[φ] + i

∫
d4xJ(x)O(x)], (1.12)

where for concreteness we are assuming four dimensions. The source J is coupled

to the dual operator O. This means that varying the partition function Z(J) with

respect to the source J will return the operator multiplied by the original partition

function. This procedure allows us to generate correlation functions. The n-point

correlation function is then given by

Gn(x1, . . . , xn) = (−i)n 1

Z[0]

∂nZ

∂J [x1] . . . ∂J [xn]

∣∣∣∣
J=0

. (1.13)

This same procedure can be used on the gravity side of the correspondence to

compute correlation functions of bulk fields. The way in which these results are

then mapped to the CFT is by ensuring that the role of the CFT source J is played

by the boundary value of the bulk gravitational field φ0

J = lim
r→∞

φ = φ0. (1.14)

As an example, if the CFT operator we are interested in is a scalar operator, its

dual field on the gravitational side of the correspondence is a (generically massive)

scalar field moving through AdS. Ignoring for simplicity interactions, the equation
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of motion for a free scalar field of mass m in AdS is

(�+m2)φ(r) = 0. (1.15)

Near the boundary of AdS, the two linearly independent solutions to this equation

are proportional to r∆+ and r∆− where ∆+ and ∆− are constants related to m and

the number of space-time dimensions7. We can then find the most general solution

(again near the boundary) by taking the linear combination,

φ(r) = φ0r
∆+ + φ1r

∆− , (1.16)

where we are working with Poincare coordinates, i.e. a flat AdS boundary. In

our notation, φ0r
∆+ is the leading term in the asymptotic expansion (often it is

non-normalizable) while φ1r
∆− is subleading. The constants φ0 and φ1 (which do

not depend on the radial coordinate r but will generically depend on the boundary

coordinates) play an important role in the AdS/CFT correspondence. Specifically,

the leading mode φ0 is precisely the source J of the operator O that is dual to the

field. On the other hand, the subleading mode φ1 is the vacuum expectation value

(VEV) of that same operator. We are thus seeing a deep and rich connection between

the gravitational and quantum field theories. To extract, for example, the VEV of

a certain operator, one must study the boundary behavior of the corresponding

gravitational field. Additionally, the exponents ∆± (which depend on the mass m

of the field) are related to the scaling dimension of the CFT operator O 8. This

procedure is actually much more general and can be done for any operator or field

(not just scalar fields). We will utilize this recipe for computing correlation functions

7The scaling exponents are given by ∆± = d−1
2
±

√
m2 + ( d−1

2
)2.

8The scaling dimension ∆ for a field φ is defined by the transformation: φ(x)→ λ∆φ(x′) under
the coordinate transformation: x→ x′ = λx.
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when we examine the conductivities of the high-temperature superconductors. As

we will see, the conductivity is given by the current-current two point correlation

function.

1.3.3 The Foundation of Holography

The original statement behind AdS/CFT is that a correspondence exists between

N = 4 SU(N) SYM theory and type IIB string theory on AdS5 × S5 [4, 5, 6].

Here we briefly review the main argument for such a correspondence. In addition

to strings, string theory is comprised of extended objects called Dp-branes, which

have p spatial dimensions. Thus, a D0-brane is a point particle and a D1-brane is a

string itself, while a D3-brane consists of three spatial dimensions. The AdS/CFT

correspondence arises by considering a configuration of D-branes in type IIB string

theory and taking a limit where the dynamics on the branes decouples from the

bulk. In particular, consider N parallel D3-branes placed near each other within

a (9 + 1) dimensional flat space-time geometry. As we are about to see, there

are two complimentary ways to examine this system. One is to consider the string

excitations of the D-brane configuration, while the other is to describe geometrically

the gravitational solutions generated by the D-branes.

In the former perspective, the action describing this setup can be written as the

sum of three types of string excitations,

S = Sbulk + Sbrane + Sint, (1.17)

where Sbulk characterizes the fluctuations of the background geometry and consists

of closed strings, while Sbrane describes the excitations of the D-branes themselves.

Since open strings can only exist with their endpoints attached to the D-branes,

Sbrane consists of the fluctuations of these open strings. Lastly, Sint describes the
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Figure 1.4: Two perspectives for viewing a stack of D3 branes leads to the two sides
of the AdS/CFT correspondence.

interactions between the open and closed modes of the strings.

In the low energy limit of this system only the massless modes from the open

and closed string sectors contribute to the overall action. This limit is realized by

integrating out the massive degrees of freedom from the Lagrangian in (1.17). In

this regime, Sint is negligible because the closed strings in the bulk decouple from

the open strings on the D-branes, and one is left with the two independent systems

Sbulk and Sbrane. Let’s focus on Sbulk first. The metric for the bulk geometry can

be written perturbatively as

gµν = ηµν + κhµν , (1.18)

where ηµν is the flat space metric, hµν is a perturbation about flat space and κ = gsl
4
s

is magnitude of the string coupling. In the low energy limit consisting only of

massless modes, κ → 0. Thus, the bulk action becomes completely free gravity

on a flat space background. Meanwhile, the massless contributions from Sbrane are
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defined only on the (3 + 1) dimensional surfaces of the branes and are described

by SU(N) N = 4 SYM theory. To summarize, from the point of view of the string

excitations, in the low energy limit we have free gravity in the bulk and a four-

dimensional gauge theory on the branes described by the SYM theory.

We now turn to a complimentary view of this setup by considering the gravita-

tional solution describing the D-branes configuration in supergravity. In type IIB

string theory, the geometry describing a stack of N D3-branes in a flat (9 + 1)

dimensional space is given by,

ds2 = f−
1
2 (−dt2 + dx2

1 + dx2
2 + dx2

3) + f
1
2 (dr2 + r2dΩ2

5),

f = 1 +
L4

r4
, L4 = 4πgsl

4
sN. (1.19)

The D3-branes can gravitate very strongly and collapse upon themselves, forming

objects known as black branes, which get their name from the fact that light cannot

escape from the large gravity of the branes. Their metric is a slight modification of

(1.19) and is very similar to that of a black hole, except that for the black brane the

geometry along {t, x1, x2, x3} is flat. In this geometry, the energy E of an observer

at infinity (r →∞) can be related to the energy Ep of an observer at a finite value

of r by,

E = f−
1
4Ep, (1.20)

where the factor of f−
1
4 is known as a redshift factor. Due to the redshift factor,

an object at r → 0 appears to have lower energy to an observer at infinity, showing

that r → 0 identifies the low energy regime of the theory. In this low energy limit,

there are two types of excitations. One set of these are localized close to r ∼ 0

(these are near horizon excitations) while the other describe massless particles that
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propagate through the bulk of the space-time. The bulk excitations decouple from

those in the r = 0 limit9 because their wavelength is larger than the gravitational

radius of the branes. Therefore, the theory consists of free gravity in the bulk that

is decoupled from the near horizon geometry. Moreover, applying the low energy

limit to the blackening function (1.19), gives f → L4

r4 . This means that the brane

solution in (1.19) can be described by the metric,

ds2 =
r2

L2
(−dt2 + dx2

1 + dx2
2 + dx2

3) + L2dr
2

r2
+ L2dΩ2

5, (1.21)

which is exactly the geometry of AdS5×S5. Note that L, which is now the radius of

AdS5, also controls the size of the sphere and is related to the number of D3-branes

in the stack. Thus, we see that from the supergravity perspective we also end up

with two decoupled sectors, free gravity in the bulk and near horizon modes living

in AdS5 × S5.

In both of these complementary descriptions we have a decoupled free gravity

sector in the bulk. From the point of view of the strings, the dynamics of the

D-branes is then described by N=4 SYM. On the other hand, from a geometrical

perspective, the near horizon region of the D-branes is described by AdS5×S5. Since

the two descriptions are complementary, we conclude that there is a correspondence

between N = 4 SYM theory in 3 + 1 dimensions and type IIB superstring theory on

AdS5 × S5.

It is important to note that pure AdS is dual to a CFT at zero temperature.

Finite temperature configurations in the decoupled field theory correspond to brane

configurations in AdS. Thus, if we wish to describe a CFT at nonzero tempera-

ture, we need to introduce a black hole inside of AdS. One such example is the

9From now on, we will refer to these as near horizon modes since this argument also applies to
a black brane.
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Schwarzschild AdS black hole given by,

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 +
dr2

f(r)
+ r2dΩ2, (1.22)

where the so-called blackening function10 f(r) is given by

f(r) = 1− 2M

r
+
r2

L2
. (1.23)

The Schwarzschild black hole has a horizon temperature of

T =
L2 + 3r2

h

4πrhL2
, (1.24)

where rh is the black hole horizon found by solving f(r) = 0. While this discussion

has been focused on CFTs, holography has been shown to be much broader and can

be used to describe a large class of quantum field theories (QFT). As we will see,

through holography we will also be able to realize a variety of renormalization group

flows from certain field theories in the UV (which could be a CFT) to a number of

QFTs in the IR. For example, one can describe IR nonrelativistic phases using the

so-called Lifshitz geometry,

ds2 =

(
−dt

2

r2z
+
L2dr2

r2
+
dx2 + dy2

r2

)
. (1.25)

This solution is parameterized by a dynamical critical exponent, z, and is invariant

under the nonrelativistic scaling,

t→ λzt , xi → λxi , r → λr. (1.26)

10The location of a black hole horizon is determined by the vanishing of the blackening function.
The black hole temperature is then fixed by the horizon radius.
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Geometries of this form can be used to model nonrelativistic phases as described by

Lifshitz field theories, as we will see in later chapters. In addition, one could consider

larger classes of gravitational solutions exhibiting an additional scaling exponent θ.

These so-called hyperscaling violating solutions modify the Lifshitz metric (1.25) by

an overall conformal factor and take the form,

ds2 = rθ
(
−dt

2

r2z
+
L2dr2

r2
+
dx2 + dy2

r2

)
. (1.27)

Introducing a nonzero hyperscaling violating exponent, θ, modifies the scaling of

the entropy density,

s ∼ T
d−θ
z , (1.28)

and indicates that the free energy in these systems is anomalous11. Finally, black

hole solutions of this form can be obtained by introducing the appropriate blackening

function f(r), leading to geometries of the form,

ds2 = rθ
(
−f(r)

dt2

r2z
+
L2dr2

r2f(r)
+
dx2 + dy2

r2

)
,

f(r) = 1−
(
r

rh

)2+z−θ
. (1.29)

The holographic dictionary has been extended to include these geometries. We will

return to these gravitational solutions in future chapters where they will be relevant

to probe a variety of strongly correlated phases of matter.

1.3.4 Holography as a Strong/Weak Coupling Duality

One of the most useful properties of the AdS/CFT correspondence is that it is a

weak/strong coupling duality. This means that problems involving quantum me-

11The effective degrees of freedom controlling the behavior of such systems live in deff = d − θ
dimensions, and not in the naive number of dimensions.
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chanical systems which are strongly coupled can be described in terms of tractable

weakly coupled gravitational theories and vice-versa.

In order to gain insight for why AdS/CFT is a strong/weak coupling duality,

we will first explain how the fundamental constants of each theory are mapped to

each other. On the string theory side of the duality, we have three fundamental

length scales, the length of the string ls, the radius L of the AdS5 space-time, and

lp, the Planck length. The gauge theory side of the duality, described by SU(N)

N = 4 SYM also has several fundamental constants. Unlike the string theory side,

however, these are dimensionless quantities. Among these is the coupling strength

of the SYM theory given by gYM and the number of colors (the size of the SU(N)

matrices) given by N . It is useful to define the ’t Hooft coupling λ as a function of

these parameters,

λ = g2
YMN, (1.30)

as the theory at large N is most naturally optimized as an expansion in λ and 1
N

(rather than g2
YM and 1

N )12.

Through the AdS/CFT dictionary we can express the ’t Hooft coupling as a

function of string theory parameters,

λ =
L4

l4s
∼ N. (1.31)

Additionally, N can be related to Newton’s gravitational constant through the cor-

respondence,

(L
lp

)3
∼
( L

GN

)3
∼ N2. (1.32)

In order to have a reliable semi-classical gravity description, both loops and

12There are N fields running in loops, which changes the expansion parameter from g2
YM to λ.
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Figure 1.5: Summary of features associated with large or small ’t Hooft coupling λ.

higher curvature terms must be suppressed on the string theory side. This means

L >> lp and L >> ls, or λ >> 1 and N >> 1. In this regime, the CFT is strongly

coupled. On the other hand, if the CFT is weakly coupled, λ << 1, we have

L << ls. In this case, string and higher curvature corrections are not suppressed

and the resulting string theory is strongly coupled. Thus, we see that by working

in the perturbative gravity regime, one can probe the strong coupling sector of the

dual field theory.
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Chapter 2

Strongly Correlated Electron

Matter

2.1 Conventional BCS Superconductors

A superconductor is a material which possesses zero resistance and expels a mag-

netic field from its interior when cooled below a characteristic critical temperature

TC . These two properties are completely independent of one another, meaning they

each have a different fundamental origin [7]. A phenomenological description of

superconductivity was put forth by Landau and Ginzburg in 1950 [8]. This is ac-

complished by introducing a complex scalar field ψ = |ψ|eiφ which is related to the

density ns of superconducting electrons by ns = |ψ|2. This scalar field will act as

an order parameter for the superconducting phase transition in the material, which

was shown to be of second order. In particular, this phase transition can be seen

from the behavior of the free energy F near the critical temperature TC , where |ψ|

is small. For small values of |ψ| the free energy can be expanded as in,
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F = α(T − Tc)|ψ|2 +
β

2
|ψ|4 +

1

2m
|(−i~∇− 2qA)ψ|2 (2.1)

where α and β are positive constants, A is the electromagnetic vector potential and

higher order terms have been omitted1. We will examine for simplicity the case of

a homogeneous superfluid with no superconducting current. To minimize the free

energy, we look for solutions where F = 0. In this case, we find

|ψ|2 = −α(T − Tc)
β

. (2.2)

In the regime of T > Tc, the free energy can only be minimized by |ψ|2 = 0 and

α = 0 since the norm of the scalar field must be positive or zero. On the other hand,

for T < Tc, we find that the free action can be minimized for ψ 6= 0. Thus below Tc,

a phase transition occurs as the scalar field ψ condenses, with |ψ|2 indicating the

fraction of electrons that have condensed into a superfluid.

The microscopic mechanisms underlying conventional superconductors were dis-

covered in 1957 by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer and are described in a framework

referred to as BCS theory and its extensions [9]. BCS theory explains the presence

of an attractive interaction between pairs of electrons, mediated by phonons, which

describe the vibrations of the lattice. This provides a coupling mechanism which

leads to the formation of electron pairs known as Cooper pairs below the critical

temperature Tc. Cooper pairs can be separated by hundreds of nanometers, thus

placing their coupling distance above the lattice spacing of the metal itself. Classi-

cally, this coupling can be thought of as a distortion within the positive ion lattice

of the metal. An electron distorts the grid by pulling the positive ions that makeup

1Note that the free energy is independent of the phase φ of the order parameter, ψ = |ψ|eiφ
and thus above Tc the theory is invariant under a U(1) symmetry. The U(1) symmetry is broken
spontaneously when the scalar condenses and the system chooses one of the ground states.
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the lattice towards itself, creating a cloud of positive charge in the surrounding area

(known as a dressed electron). A dressed electron is then able to couple to an ad-

ditional electron thus forming a Cooper pair. However the effect is best described

quantum mechanically as it can be shown that a bound electron pair is energetically

favorable.

The Schrödinger equation for the two electron system is given by,

[
−

~2∇2
r1

2m
−

~2∇2
r2

2m
+ V (r1 − r2)

]
Ψ(r1, r2) = EΨ(r1, r2), (2.3)

where Ψ(r1, r2) is the wave-function and E is the energy of the pair. Switching

to the center of mass coordinate R = 1
2(r1 + r2) and the relative displacement

coordinate r = r1 − r2 allows us to assume a wave-function of the form

Ψ(R, r) = ψ(r)eiK·R, (2.4)

due to the fact that the potential is independent of R. Here K is the momentum

conjugate to the center of mass. With this assumption, the Schrödinger equation

simplifies to

[
− ~2∇2

r

m
+ V (r)

]
ψ(r) = (E − ~2K2

4m
)ψ(r). (2.5)

The lowest energy can be identified by setting the center of mass momentum

to zero. It is then useful to take the Fourier transform of the wave equation and

rewrite (2.5) as

∫
d3k′

(2π)3
V (k − k′)ψ(k′) = (E − 2εk)ψ(k), (2.6)

ψ(k) =

∫
d3r ψ(r)e−ik·r, (2.7)
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where εk = ~k2

2m is the free energy of an electron. It turns out to be convenient to

define the modified wave-function ∆(k),

∆(k) = (E − 2εk)ψ(k), (2.8)

in terms of which equation (2.6) becomes

∆(k) = −
∫

d3k′

(2π)3

V (k − k′)

2εk′ − E
∆(k′). (2.9)

For simplicity we assume a constant attractive potential V (k − k′) = −V for

εk < ~ωD and zero otherwise. This potential will serve as a toy model for the

interactions between the electrons and the phonons. Here ωD is the Debye frequency,

the maximum allowed frequency for which electrons can still interact with the lattice.

Since electronic excitations with frequencies above the Debye cutoff are decoupled

from the lattice of the material, they are unable to utilize the positive ions in the

coupling process. Thus the Debye frequency acts as a useful cutoff for this model.

With this assumption in place, we look for solutions to (2.9) where ∆(k) = ∆, again

for simplicity. This gives

2

ρ(~ωD)V
= ln(1 +

2~ωD
2εk − E

), (2.10)

where the density of states per spin ρ(ε) is defined as

ρ(ε) =
m3/2

√
2~3π2

√
ε. (2.11)

If it can be shown that Cooper pairs form even in the presence of a small attractive

potential, V << 1, than it follows that Cooper pairs can also form for larger poten-

tials. Therefore, we assume the limit ρ(~ωD)V << 1, which leads to the expression
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E = 2εk − 2~ωDe−2/ρ(~ωD)V , (2.12)

showing that the energy of the paired electrons is less than the free energy of the two

electrons alone. The electron pair is therefore bound, since splitting the pair would

require additional energy. Thus, we have shown quantum mechanically that Cooper

pairs will form under appropriate conditions. The formation of Cooper pairs below

the critical temperature is precisely the second order phase transition described by

Landau and Ginzburg. Once Cooper pairs have condensed, the material becomes

superconducting as the DC resistivity drops to zero. Most of our present knowledge

for how interacting electrons behave in conventional metals relies on Landau Fermi

liquid theory. This also includes a description of conventional BCS superconductors,

as we will discuss next.

2.2 Landau Fermi Liquid Theory and its Breakdown

Landau proposed that conventional superconducting behavior may be modeled in

the following way. Firstly, introduce a non-interacting particle with a desired mo-

mentum into the ground state of the Fermi sea. If interactions with the surrounding

electrons are then turned on gradually, the particle behaves in the same way as a

fermion in an excited state. The momentum and spin of the particle are unchanged,

but the count is incremented. This type of object is known as a quasiparticle. Lan-

dau suggested describing the excited states of interacting fermion systems as being

in a one-to-one correspondence with noninteracting systems of fermionic quasipar-

ticles.

Landau Fermi Liquid theory fundamentally relies on three basic assumptions,

all of which revolves around Landau’s model of independently moving fermionic
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of bound states being described by their number of nodes in
an infinite well and in a weakly interacting quadratic potential.

quasiparticles as an equivalent description for interacting fermions in condensed

matter. The first of these assumptions is that the momentum and spin remain

valid quantum numbers for the quasiparticle. The second assumption is that the

interactions between the quasiparticle and the rest of the Fermi sea can be turned

on adiabatically. These two assumptions can be thought of as a continuity of the

labels used to describe quantum states across a smooth transformation. Consider

for example a free particle in an infinite well as in figure 2.1. The fundamental

quantum mechanical states are trivially sinusoidal waves with a specified number of

nodes N . If we then introduce a weak quadratic potential as in figure 2.1, so that

the particle is no longer free, solutions are found to be more complicated sine-like

waves, but the number of nodes can still be used to identify energy states. An

adiabatic transformation is thus defined as a change to the system which preserves

the fundamental quantum numbers of the system. The third and final assumption of

Landau Fermi liquid theory is that the produced quasiparticle state has an extended

lifetime. This allows for the decay of the quasiparticle into more complicated states
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at a later time.

Recall that in order for Cooper pairs to form, we had to assume that the energy

of the free electrons was less than the energy associated with the Debye frequency.

This limits the temperature range in which BCS theory is applicable. In particular,

we can find the maximum applicable temperature as a function of the Debye tem-

perature TDebye = ~
kωD. The energy of a free electron is related to the temperature

T by the standard relationship

E =
3

2
kT. (2.13)

Therefore in order to satisfy E < ~ωD, we require

T <
2

3
TDebye. (2.14)

Most superconducting materials achieve the formation of Cooper pairs at a criti-

cal temperature below 30K at standard elevation and pressure. In fact it is believed

that the limit for the formation of Cooper pairs is somewhere between 30K and

40K. However, there are some classes of superconducting materials which exhibit

zero DC resistance with critical temperatures well above this limit. These materials

are referred to as high-temperature (high-Tc) superconductors and are not described

by BCS theory. Indeed, they fall outside the realm of Landau Fermi liquid theory.

In such unconventional superconductors, the pairing mechanism is not known.

For instance, the attractive interaction between the dressed electrons may not be

due to phonons, but instead to spin-spin interactions. Moreover, high Tc supercon-

ductors are believed to be inherently strongly interacting and thus may not admit

any weakly interacting quasiparticle description. Finally, a quantum critical phase

transition can result in the breakdown of Landau Fermi liquid theory. As was stated
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previously, a quasiparticle state must maintain the system’s fundamental quantum

numbers. However, the quantum critical phase transition fundamentally changes

these quantum numbers. Thus, in such regeims quasiparticles are unable to exist

and as a result these materials do not behave like normal Fermi liquids. Next we

will discuss these issues in more detail.

2.3 The Phase Diagram of High-Temperature Super-

conductors

The most famous high-temperature superconductor is yttrium barium copper oxide

(YBCO), which is an example of the cuprate class of superconductor. Cuprate

superconductors are characterized by layers of copper oxide separated by nontrivial

spacer layers as shown in figure 2.2. With a critical temperature of 95K, YBCO

remains superconducting well above the limit of standard BCS theory. Due to

the strongly coupled nature of the electrons in the superconducting materials, it is

particularly challenging to model their behavior and in particular their dynamics.

The typical phase diagram for high-Tc cuprate superconductors is shown in figure

2.3. Notice that as we vary the temperature and hole doping (a reduction in the

number of conducting electrons per copper atom by chemical substitution) we find

a rich structure of phases with different properties and symmetries. Thus, to better

understand the mechanisms behind their unconventional behavior it is crucial to

understand properties of this phase diagram.

Next we discuss the various corners of the phase diagram. At large doping

levels, one finds a phase well described by standard Fermi liquid theory, in which

the electrons in the metal behave as a cloud of ideal gas particles. In this regime

the resistivity is quadratic in the temperature, R(T ) ∼ T 2. With the lowest amount
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of a YBCO superconducting material. Note the
layered copper oxide edges in the diagram with internal yttrium and barium com-
ponents.

Figure 2.3: Typical phase diagram for high temperature superconductors (image
from [10]).

of doping, the material enters the anti-ferromagnetic phase. In this phase all of

the charges in the system are regularly distributed with nearest neighbor charges

having opposite spin. This shows that materials like YBCO are not metals in their

natural (undoped) state. In order to obtain metal-like conductivity, we must dope

the system by removing electrons in order to break the anti-ferromagnetic properties

of the material. While the anti-ferromagnetic phase can exist at temperatures higher

than many of the other phases of the superconducting diagram, it is still limited by

the Néel temperature of the material, the temperature above which the metal enters

a standard paramagnetic phase.
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In conventional superconductors, there is a nontrivial amount of energy required

to excite a single electron. This is because one needs some additional energy to

first break the Cooper pair once it formed. As no electrons can be excited with

an amount of energy below this threshold, there is said to be an energy gap within

the superconductor below the critical temperature. In these conventional systems,

the gap dissapears above the critical temperature since Cooper pairs can no longer

form and an electron can be excited for much less energy. A similar gap of states

occurs in the phase diagram for the high temperature superconductor. However, the

gap can occur at temperatures above TC and is therefore referred to as a pseudo-

gap. While there are some similarities to the behavior of the pseudo-gap and the

conventional energy gap, the two are actually not correlated in any way. In fact, the

question of why the pseudo-gap forms is thought to be a very important problem in

understanding high TC superconductors.

At the center of the phase diagram is the superconducting dome. This is the

phase of matter in which the material becomes superconducting and electrons are

free to move with no resistance. It is known that in heavy fermion metals2, the

existence of a quantum critical point3 in the phase diagram leads to a pseudogap

and to other anomalous behavior in nearby phases of matter [11]. Due to the

similarities between the heavy fermion phase diagram and that of the cuprates, it

is believed that there should also be a quantum critical point at the center of the

superconducting dome. Since quantum critical points can dominate regions of the

phase diagram well above zero temperature (such regions are then described by a

finite temperature quantum critical theory), the quantum critical point is thought

to determine the behavior not only within the superconducting dome, but also in

2A heavy fermion metal is an intermetallic compound with electrons in the 4f or 5f band.
3A quantum critical point(QCP) is a point in the phase diagram where a phase transition

occurs at zero temperature, driven by quantum fluctuations. In particular, at the QCP quantum
fluctuations diverge and become scale invariant.
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other nearby phases of the diagram such as the so-called strange metal phase.

The anomalous strange metallic state in the high-temperature superconducting

cuprates is one of the most remarkable puzzles in condensed matter physics [12].

In the strange metal phase common to various types of high Tc superconductors

(cuprates and iron-based superconductors to name a few), the resistivity is linearly

proportional to the temperature

R ∼ T. (2.15)

This behavior is robust and can not be explained using weakly interacting electrons.

In the same temperature regime, weakly interacting electrons would have R ∼ T 2

instead, as in the Fermi liquid corner of the phase diagram. Additionally, there is

a strange scaling of the optical conductivity σ(ω) ∼ ω−2/3 for the cuprate high Tc

superconductors at intermediate frequencies, which is again robust across different

temperatures [13]. This strange metal behavior has been argued to be due to the

fact that the temperature is the dominant energy scale in the system, and therefore

sets the scattering rate near a QCP, resulting in the T -linear resistivity [14].

To summarize, the unconventional behavior of the high Tc superconductors ap-

pears to be linked to the complexity of their phase diagram and the co-existence of

a number of phases. In particular, the possible competition or cooperation between

the various orders seems to play a crucial role in their dynamics. Also of interest

is the consequences of different symmetry breaking mechanisms (breaking transla-

tions, rotations or Lorentz invariance) on the generic behavior of strongly interacting

quantum field theories (QFTs). The goal of this thesis is to examine some of these

outstanding questions of high TC superconductivity by using holography as a tool

for probing the strongly correlated physics.
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2.4 Holography for Strongly Correlated Matter

As previously discussed, holography provides new analytic tools for computing cor-

relation functions in strongly coupled quantum field theories. Thus, it can be used

to study properties of strongly correlated quantum phases of matter, and in particu-

lar their dynamics. For example, AdS/CFT techniques have led to the identification

of a simple ratio for the shear viscosity η over entropy density s of strongly cou-

pled fluids. In particular, in a large class of field theories4, one expects to find the

universal ratio η
s = 1

4π . This simple result has been adopted in simulations of the

QCD quark gluon plasma. This result is a concrete example of the fact that these

techniques can give reliable, quantitative insights into strongly correlated systems.

Many of the strongly coupled systems described earlier in this chapter have un-

conventional conductive properties. High temperature superconductors are a prime

example. As we have already stressed, accurately describing high temperature su-

perconductivity is challenging because of the strongly interacting nature of the elec-

trons in the material. Holography provides a new set of analytical tools to model

their behavior.

As a first step to model superfluids and high temperature superconductors in a

way reminiscent of the Landau Ginzburg model of section 2.1, the spontaneous sym-

metry breaking of a U(1) symmetry was realized in a gravitational model in [16] and

[17], where it was shown that there is a critical temperature below which a charged

condensate forms via a second order phase transition and the (DC) conductivity

becomes infinite.

More specifically, in [16] it was shown for the first time that coupling gravity to

a matter Lagrangian consisting of a charged scalar field in AdS would result in the

4This ratio is universal in the limit of strong coupling and infinite number of colors. Corrections
to this universal behavior are also understood [15].
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spontaneous breaking of a U(1) symmetry near the horizon of a black hole. This

symmetry breaking causes the scalar field to condense near the black hole horizon in

a similar way to how the Higgs Mechanism generates mass below a certain critical

temperature. Specifically, the model used has the Lagrangian:

16πGNL = R− 6

L2
− 1

4
F 2
µν − |∂µψ − iqAµψ|2 −m2|ψ|2, (2.16)

which involves the Ricci scalar R, a cosmological constant term 6
L2 , kinetic terms

for the complex charged scalar field ψ and the gauge field Aµ as well as a quadratic

potential for the scalar field (assumed to have a mass m). The important part of

this Lagrangian for observing spontaneous symmetry breaking is the term which

couples the gauge field to the scalar field of charge q, of the form q2A2|φ|2. As we

will see below, this term will contribute to the effective mass of the scalar field ψ.

In the unbroken phase (which describes the theory above the critical tempera-

ture, T > TC), the solution to this theory is the Reissner-Nordstrom black hole in

AdS4 given by:

ds2 = −fdt2 +
dr2

f
+ r2dΩ2

2,k , f = 1− 2M

r
+
Q2

4r2
+
r2

L2

Aµdx
µ = Φ(r)dt , Φ(r) =

Q

r
− Q

rH
, (2.17)

where M and Q denote the mass and charge respectively and L the radius of AdS4.

In this high temperature regime, the theory does not allow for a scalar field (ψ = 0)

– when the temperature is sufficiently high, a non-zero scalar field is simply not a

solution to the equations of motion in this theory. As we lower the temperature,

however, we will notice that the scalar field condenses to a non-zero value. Indeed,
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it can be shown that in the Lagrangian (2.16) the scalar field has an effective mass:

m2
eff = m2 + gttq2Φ2. (2.18)

Notice that since gtt is negative, a sufficiently large gauge field Φ will cause the

effective mass squared to be negative. This signals an instability to a new phase, in

particular, the condensation of the scalar field. When this happens, the scalar field

ψ(r) can develop a VEV, breaking the U(1) symmetry (it gives the gauge field an

effective mass ∼ ψ2A2). This symmetry-breaking process corresponds to the black

hole developing so-called scalar hair. When solving the equations of motion for ψ

near the AdS boundary, we obtain a solution of the form of (1.16):

ψ(r) =
Aψ
r3−∆

+
Bψ
r∆

+ . . . , (2.19)

where we are omitting subleading terms. As explained in section 1.3.2, the constants

Aφ and Bφ play a crucial role on the quantum side of the duality. In particular,

one describes the source and the other the VEV of the quantum operator O dual

to φ, which in this setup describes a scalar condensate. Numerical studies [18] of

the behavior of the VEV 〈O〉 have shown that the condensate has the following

dependence on temperature,

〈O〉 ≈ 144T 2
c (1− T

Tc
)

1
2 , (2.20)

which can clearly be seen in the graph of figure 2.4 and has a behavior typical of

mean field theory.

In [17], the previous results were then expanded to include the computation of

the conductivity using techniques in holography. Conductivities are extracted from
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Figure 2.4: The condensation of the VEV below a critical temperature.

current-current correlations, and in the holographic dictionary a current in the QFT

is dual to a gauge field in the bulk. It turns out to be convenient to consider the x

component of the gauge field Ax. Finding the asymptotic solution to its equation

of motion as was done for the scalar field in (2.19) gives,

Ax = A(0)
x +

A
(1)
x

r
+ . . . , (2.21)

where A
(0)
x and A

(1)
x are the source and VEV of the dual quantum operator to the

gauge field, which is the current Jµ. Here the gauge field is simply a vector potential

for the electric field in AdS. The limit of the electric field can be obtained from:

(Ex)AdS = −∂A
(0)
x

∂t
= iωA(0)

x , (2.22)

where we have assumed a time dependence of e−iωt. We can then use the holographic

dictionary to obtain expressions for the conductivities. Specifically, the electric field

on the boundary is exactly the limit of the electric field in the bulk: (Ex)AdS =

(Ex)CFT and the VEV of the boundary current is given by: Jx = A
(1)
x . We can then
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use Ohm’s law to find the conductivity of the holographic system,

σ(ω) =
Jx
Ex

= − iA
(1)
x

ωA
(0)
x

. (2.23)

Thus, we can determine the behavior of this conductivity at low temperatures by

solving Maxwell’s equation of motion for the gauge field, Ax. For a Lagrangian of

the form in (2.16), Maxwell’s equation is given by,

A′′x +
f ′

f
A′x + (

2

f2
− 2ψ2

f
)Ax = 0, (2.24)

which can be solved numerically.

The plot in figure 2.5 shows that at T > Tc the conductivity is constant. Below

the critical temperature, the real part of the conductivity depends on the magnitude

of ω. At large ω, the conductivity converges. However, at ω = 0, we see a delta

function in the conductivity, confirming that there is zero DC resistance for this

material when T < Tc.

Figure 2.5: The real part of the conductivity as a function of ω/T . Here the black
horizontal line gives the conductivity at T > Tc while the blue lines give the con-
ductivity for two values of T < Tc. Note the delta function at ω = 0 demonstrating
infinite DC conductivity.
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The somewhat simple analysis outlined here opened the door for many detailed

investigations of quantum phases of matter using holography. Since the work of

[8,9] this research program has developed substantially and has been extended in a

variety of ways, with an increasing level of sophistication. The outline for the rest

of this thesis is the following.

Thesis Outline - In chapter 3, we will adopt these techniques to examine

transport properties of a class of holographic theories which can support some of the

scalings seen in cuprate high temperature superconductors [19]. We will examine

in particular the string theory motivated non-linear Dirac-Born-Infeld model. In

chapter 4, we present a breakdown of the fundamental ingredients necessary in

order for a class of solutions to admit anomalous scaling behavior [20]. Finally, in

chapter 5 we will apply these findings to a model with generic non-linear interactions

between the charge carriers in order to generalize our previous results [21].
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Chapter 3

Backreacted DBI

Magnetotransport

As we have seen, holographic techniques have provided new avenues for exploring

the behavior of strongly coupled quantum phases of matter. In recent years much of

the focus has been on understanding the transport properties of models that may be

in the same universality class as strongly correlated electron systems, whose uncon-

ventional behavior is believed to be tied to the richness and complexity of their phase

diagram (see e.g. [22] for a recent review). A particularly puzzling behavior is that

of the linear temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity R ∼ T displayed

by the strange metal phase of many correlated systems in condensed matter, which

is often associated with the existence of an underlying quantum critical point. This

strange metal behavior has been argued to be due to the fact that the temperature

is the dominant energy scale in the system, and therefore sets the scattering rate

near a quantum critical point, resulting in the T-linear resistivity[23].

A natural question is then whether the same argument applies to magneto-

transport phenomena in quantum critical systems, with the magnetic field behaving
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much like temperature. Indeed, it has been shown recently [24] that in the pnictide

superconductor BaFe2(As1−xPx)2 near its quantum critical point the magnetic field

h plays the same role as the temperature T , with the in-plane resistance described

well by

RDC =
√
α̂ T 2 + η̂ h2 , (3.1)

where α̂, η̂ are constants which relate the scattering rate to the temperature and

magnetic field scales (see [24] for more details). It is believed that in quantum

critical metals h and T compete with each other to set the scale of the scattering

rate, and thus magnetic fields provide yet another way to probe the unconventional

linear resistivity of the strange metal phase.

It was shown in [25] that the behavior (3.1) can be generated holographically

by working with a string-inspired Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) model, which can be

thought of as a non-linear realization of electrodynamics which encodes the low-

energy dynamics of D-branes. In particular, the result (3.1) is a special case of a

broader class of allowed scaling behaviors, which are realized by considering finite

temperature backgrounds exhibiting hyperscaling violation θ 6= 0 and a non-trivial

dynamical exponent z 6= 1. A specific choice of exponents z and θ then yields

precisely (3.1).

However, the analysis of [25] was done in the probe approximation, building on

the work of [26, 27], in which the backreaction of the charge density and magnetic

field on the geometry is neglected. Indeed, in the probe DBI limit the charge de-

grees of freedom are subleading as compared to the uncharged ones (the D-branes

leave the background unchanged since their backreaction is not taken into account).

As a result, the coefficient of the momentum conserving δ-function is hierarchically

suppressed and the DC conductivity is finite even though the system has transla-
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tional invariance1. However, once the full backreaction of the DBI action is taken

into account, the above probe description breaks down and one recovers the usual

infinite DC conductivity due to the presence of translational symmetry.

In this chapter we are going to extend the results of [25, 26, 27] by going beyond

the probe limit and examining the effect of backreaction of the DBI action on the

geometry. In order to introduce momentum dissipation and ensure that the the-

ory can lead to a finite DC conductivity, we add axionic scalars [28], thus breaking

translational invariance. The axions are taken to depend on the spatial directions

linearly, making the analysis tractable. We will find new classes of solutions, includ-

ing geometries that exhibit Lifshitz scaling and hyperscaling violation, which can be

associated with new quantum critical regimes. Armed with these backgrounds, we

will examine the implications on the transport properties of the dual system. The

question we are interested in is that of the role of the fully non-linear effects en-

coded by the DBI interactions on the conductive properties – are there any features

inherent to the backreacted analysis that would be absent in the probe approxima-

tion? Our focus will be on the interplay between temperature and magnetic field,

in the presence of momentum relaxation. We will find a very rich structure for the

resistivity that arises in this class of models.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.1 introduces our holographic

DBI model while Section 3.2 contains the computation of the DC conductivity ma-

trix and a discussion of simple limiting cases. In Section 3.3 we present exact black

brane solutions for the case of a trivial dilatonic scalar, and discuss the associated

magnetic-field-induced metal-insulator transition. Section 3.4 contains new exact

hyperscaling violating and Lifshitz-like scaling geometries and discusses the asso-

1In systems with translational symmetry, the conductivity is typically infinite, because charges
can propagate indefinitely without dissipating momentum. This leads to a δ function in the DC
conductivity.
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ciated transport behavior. Finally, in Section 3.5 we include for complenetss the

magnetotransport analysis for the simpler Born-Infeld theory.

3.1 The Holographic Setup

We consider a four-dimensional model describing gravity coupled to a neutral scalar

field φ, two axions ψI and an abelian gauge field Aµ, whose dynamics is described

by the DBI action,

S =

∫
d4x
√
−g

[
R− 1

2
(∂φ)2 − V (φ)− Y (φ)

2

2∑
I=1

(∂ψI)2

]
+ SDBI , (3.2)

with2 the DBI term

SDBI = −
∫
d4xZ1(φ)

[√
−det(gµν + Z2(φ)Fµν)−

√
−det(gµν)

]
. (3.3)

The couplings Z1(φ), Z2(φ), Y (φ) are introduced to lead to non-trivial interactions

between the scalar sector and the gauge field. It is well known that dimensional

reductions usually involve several matter fields and non-trivial potentials for the

lower-dimensional scalars. It would be interesting to find an actual top-down con-

struction in which the couplings of the D-brane action are fixed uniquely (see, for

example, [25]). However in this chapter we focus on a bottom-up approach and

view (3.3) as an effective theory, without worrying about its detailed string theory

origin. In particular, we would like to see whether this effective theory can lead

to interesting behaviors for the magnetotransport of the putative dual quantum

system.

2The second term in SDBI , which could have been incorporated into V (φ), is chosen to make it
apparent that in the weak flux limit F → 0 one recovers the standard gauge field kinetic term.
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The equations of motion associated with the action (3.2) take the form

∇µ∇µφ− V ′(φ)− Y ′(φ)

2

2∑
I=1

(∂ψI)2 − Z ′1(φ)

[√
−det(g + Z2(φ)F )

− det g
− 1

]

+
Z1(φ)Z ′2(φ)

2

√
−det(g + Z2(φ)F )

−det g
(g + Z2(φ)F )−1[µν]Fµν = 0 ,

(3.4)

∇µ

[
Z1(φ)Z2(φ)

√
−det(g + Z2(φ)F )

−det g
(g + Z2(φ)F )−1[µν]

]
= 0 , (3.5)

∇µ
(
Y (φ)∇µψI

)
= 0 , (3.6)

Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν =

1

2

(
∂µφ∂νφ−

1

2
gµν(∂φ)2

)
+
Y (φ)

2

2∑
I=1

(
∂µψ

I∂νψ
I − 1

2
gµν(∂ψI)2

)
−1

2
gµνV (φ) + TDBIµν ,

(3.7)

with the DBI stress energy tensor TDBIµν = − 1√
−g

δSDBI
δgµν given by

TDBIµν = −Z1(φ)

2

√
−det(g + Z2(φ)F )

−det g
gµα(g+Z2(φ)F )−1(αβ)gβν +

Z1(φ)

2
gµν . (3.8)

Here (g+Z2(φ)F )−1µν is the inverse of (g+Z2(φ)F )µν , with the subscript ( ) denoting

the symmetric part (and [ ] the antisymmetric part). The current in the dual field

theory, evaluated at the boundary, reads

Jµ =
√
−γ nν Z1(φ)Z2(φ)

√
−det(g + Z2(φ)F )

−det g
(g + Z2(φ)F )−1[νµ]

∣∣∣
∂

= Z1(φ)Z2(φ)
√
−det(g + Z2(φ)F ) (g + Z2(φ)F )−1[rµ]

∣∣∣
∂
,

(3.9)

The quantities γ and nµ in this expression are, respectively, the induced metric and

outward pointing normal vector at the asymptotically AdS boundary. Here we have
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used r to denote the holographic radial direction.

Assuming homogeneity and isotropy, the bulk metric and the matter fields take

the generic form,

ds2 = −D(r)dt2 +B(r)dr2 + C(r)(dx2 + dy2), φ = φ(r),

ψ1 = k x, ψ2 = k y, A = At(r) dt+
h

2
(xdy − ydx) ,

(3.10)

with h denoting the magnitude of the magnetic field. The axions depend on the

spatial coordinates linearly, which breaks translational invariance and gives rise to

momentum relaxation. The parameter k controls the strength of the momentum

dissipation in the system. Substituting the ansatz into (3.4)-(3.7), we obtain the

following equations:

1√
BDC

(√
D

B
Cφ′

)′
+

Ω

C
√
BD

Z ′2(φ)

Z2(φ)

(
(C2 + 2h2Z2(φ)2)A′2t − h2BD

)
−Z ′1(φ)

(
Z1(φ)Z2(φ)2

ΩC
√
BD

− 1

)
− k2

C
Y ′(φ)− V ′(φ) = 0 ,

(3.11)

D′C ′

DC
+

1

2

C ′2

C2
−1

2
φ′2+BZ1(φ)

(
ΩC
√
BD

Z1(φ)Z2(φ)2
− 1

)
+

ΩB
√
BDh2

C
+
k2B

C
Y (φ)+BV (φ) = 0 ,

(3.12)

2C ′′

C
−
(
B′

B
+
C ′

C
+
D′

D

)
C ′

C
+ φ′2 = 0 , (3.13)

2D′′

D
−2C ′′

C
−
(
B′

B
− C ′

C
+
D′

D

)
D′

D
+
B′C ′

BC
−2Ω
√
BD

(
CA′2t
D

+
Bh2

C

)
−2k2B

C
Y (φ) = 0 ,

(3.14)

(Ω(C2 + h2Z2(φ)2)A′t)
′ = 0 , (3.15)

where for convenience we have introduced the function

Ω(r) =
Z1(φ)Z2(φ)2√

(C2 + h2Z2(φ)2)(BD − Z2(φ)2A′2t )
. (3.16)
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3.2 DC Conductivities with a Finite Magnetic Field

Next, we calculate the DC conductivities for our DBI model using the method devel-

oped in [18, 29] 3, which generalizes the techniques to extract correlation functions

outlined in chapter 1 and in section 2.4. We consider the following set of perturba-

tions,

δgti = C(r)hti(r) , δgri = C(r)hri(r) ,

δAi = −Ei t+ ai(r), δψ1 = χ1(x), δψ2 = χ2(x) ,

(3.17)

with i = x, y, and further simplify our analysis by using diffeomorphisms to set

D(r) =
1

B(r)
. (3.18)

The vector equation (3.15) can be immediately integrated, leading to the radially

independent quantity

ρ = Ω(C2 + h2Z2(φ)2)A′t , (3.19)

which is nothing but the charge density J t in the dual field theory as defined in (3.9).

There are two constant fluxes that are provided by the perturbed vector equations,

∂rJ
x(r) = ∂rJ

y(r) = 0 , (3.20)

where

Jx(r) = −ΩCD(a′x + hhry)−
C2htx − hEyZ2

2

C2 + h2Z2
2

ρ , (3.21)

Jy(r) = −ΩCD(a′y − hhrx)− C2hty + hExZ
2
2

C2 + h2Z2
2

ρ , (3.22)

3Other studies on the transport coefficients based on Einstein-Maxwell-like theories in the pres-
ence of a magnetic field can be found e.g. in [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37].
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are both currents in the dual field theory. Since they are conserved along the ra-

dial direction, they can be calculated anywhere in the bulk, with a particularly

convenient choice being the horizon.

The perturbation equations coming from Einstein’s equations (3.7) are

h′′tx +
2C ′

C
h′tx + ΩA′t(a

′
x + hhry)−

1

CD

(
k2Y + h2Ω

)
htx −

hΩ

CD
Ey = 0 , (3.23)

h′′ty +
2C ′

C
h′ty + ΩA′t(a

′
y − hhrx)− 1

CD

(
k2Y + h2Ω

)
hty +

hΩ

CD
Ex = 0 , (3.24)

kY χ′1 + Ωh a′y −
ΩCA′t
D

(Ex − hhty)−
(
k2Y + Ωh2

)
hrx = 0 , (3.25)

kY χ′2 − Ωh a′x −
ΩCA′t
D

(Ey + hhtx)−
(
k2Y + Ωh2

)
hry = 0 , (3.26)

while the axion equations (3.6) yield

χ′′1 +

(
C ′

C
+
D′

D
+
Y ′φ′

Y

)
(χ′1 − k hrx)− k h′rx = 0 , (3.27)

χ′′2 +

(
C ′

C
+
D′

D
+
Y ′φ′

Y

)
(χ′2 − k hry)− k h′ry = 0 . (3.28)

Notice that (3.27) and (3.28) are implied by the other equations.

Since we are interested in a background geometry with a regular horizon at

r = rh, we have

At = A′t(rh)(r − rh) + . . . ,

D = D′(rh)(r − rh) + · · · = 4πT (r − rh) + . . . ,

(3.29)

while the constraint of regularity on the perturbation equations near rh demands
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the following expansions,

ai = − Ei
4πT

log(r − rh) + . . . , hti = Dhri + . . . ,

χ1 = χ1(rh) + . . . , χ2 = χ2(rh) + . . . .

(3.30)

The latter can be obtained by switching to the Eddington-Finklestein coordinate

v = t−
∫ r 1

D(z)
dz = t− 1

4πT
log(r − rh) + . . . , (3.31)

where we have demanded that v → −∞ as r → rh. Using the above regularity

conditions, we extract the horizon data for htx and hty from (3.25) and (3.26),

htx(rh) = − ρEx + hJy

k2C(rh)Y (φ(rh))
, hty(rh) = − ρEy − hJx

k2C(rh)Y (φ(rh))
. (3.32)

Substituting the relations above into (3.21) and (3.22) and using (3.30), we find

 1 + h2Ω
k2Y

− Chρ
k2Y (C2+h2Z2

2 )

Chρ
k2Y (C2+h2Z2

2 )
1 + h2Ω

k2Y


Jx
Jy

 =

C
(

Ω + ρ2

k2Y (C2+h2Z2
2 )

)
hρ
(

Ω
k2Y

+
Z2

2

C2+h2Z2
2

)
−hρ

(
Ω
k2Y

+
Z2

2

C2+h2Z2
2

)
C
(

Ω + ρ2

k2Y (C2+h2Z2
2 )

)

Ex
Ey

 , (3.33)

evaluated at the horizon r = rh. In these expressions the function Ω introduced

in (3.16) takes the form

Ω =
Z2

C2 + h2Z2
2

√
ρ2 + Z2

1Z
2
2 (C2 + h2Z2

2 ) . (3.34)

Finally, relating the two currents Jx and Jy in the matrix equation (3.33) to the
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electric fields Ex and Ey via

Jx = σxxEx + σxy Ey , Jy = σyxEx + σyy Ey , (3.35)

the DC conductivities can be easily extracted and are given by

σxx = σyy =
k2CY

[
Ω(h2Ω + k2Y )(C2 + h2Z2

2 )2 + C2ρ2
]

(h2Ω + k2Y )2(C2 + h2Z2
2 )2 + h2C2ρ2

,

σxy = −σyx

=
hρ[(h2Ω + k2Y )2(h2Z4

2 + 2C2Z2
2 ) + (h2Ω + k2Y )C4Ω + C2ρ2 − C2k2Y (C2Ω + k2Y Z2

2 )]

(h2Ω + k2Y )2(C2 + h2Z2
2 )2 + h2C2ρ2

.

(3.36)

The conductivity matrix is controlled by four functions, the three scalar couplings

Z1, Z2, Y and the component C of the bulk metric. All four are functions of the

holographic radial coordinate r and in (3.36) are evaluated at the horizon r = rh.

Moreover, since rh is in general a function of temperature T , the matrix (3.36) is

implicitly temperature-dependent, while the dependence on the remaining scales in

the system – the magnetic field h, the strength of momentum dissipation k and

the charge density ρ – is explicitly visible. We should note that our results for σxx

overlap with those obtained recently in [38].

From the expressions (3.36) we can then extract the inverse Hall angle,

cot ΘH =
σxx
σxy

, (3.37)

and the resistivity matrix by inverting the conductivity matrix,

Rxx = Ryy =
σxx

σ2
xx + σ2

xy

, Rxy = −Ryx = − σxy
σ2
xx + σ2

xy

. (3.38)
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From now on all functions will be understood to be evaluated at the horizon, but for

convenience we will omit the explicit dependence on rh. Since the general formulae

for σij and Rij are quite cumbersome, we consider first some simple limiting cases.

3.2.1 Weak momentum dissipation

A simple case to consider is that of slow momentum relaxation, i.e. small k. As

a consistency check, we first look at the limit k → 0, which corresponds to no

momentum dissipation at all. The conductivity tensor then reduces to

σxx = σyy = 0, σxy = −σyx =
ρ

h
, (3.39)

and is independent of the temperature as well as the details of the theory we are

working with. This can be understood as a generic consequence of Lorentz invariance

when k → 0, and agrees with the Hall conductivity result of [39]. Including the

leading and subleading corrections coming from momentum dissipation, we find

σxx = σyy =
C

h2
k2Y − CΩ(C2 + h2Z2

2 )2

h4Ω2(C2 + h2Z2
2 )2 + h2C2ρ2

(k2Y )2 + . . . ,

σxy = −σyx =
ρ

h
− ρ

h

C2(C2 + h2Z2
2 )

h4Ω2(C2 + h2Z2
2 )2 + h2C2ρ2

(k2Y )2 + . . . .

(3.40)

As expected, the matrix components are now sensitive to the detailed structure of

the model, and are temperature dependent through the implicit dependence on rh.

3.2.2 Vanishing magnetic field

In the absence of magnetic field, σxy = 0, and the DC conductivity reduces to the

simple expression

σDC = σxx = Z2

√
Z2

1Z
2
2 +

ρ2

C2
+

ρ2

k2Y C
= Z2

√
Z2

1Z
2
2 +

16π2ρ2

s2
+

4πρ2

k2Y s
, (3.41)
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where s = 4π C(rh) is the entropy density 4. As seen in a number of cases in

the literature, the DC conductivity can be interpreted [40] as being composed of

two physically distinct and independent pieces: a coherent contribution σdissDC due

to momentum relaxation for the charge carriers in the system, and an incoherent

contribution, known as the charge conjugation symmetric term σccsDC , which is inde-

pendent of the charge density ρ. In the absence of magnetic field, there are examples

showing that the DC conductivity consists of such two distinct terms, simply added

together. However, more generally the contributions can combine to form the DC

conductivity in a rather non-trivial fashion. Indeed, notice that in (3.41) we do not

have a clean separation between σccsDC and terms dissipating momentum for charge

carriers. The first contribution in the square root persists at zero charge density,

i.e. the charge conjugation symmetric term is given by σccsDC = Z1Z
2
2 . The other two

terms are associated with the charge density ρ and are due to momentum dissipation

effects. Thus, here we have given an explicit realization of a setup in which there is

no simple separation between σccsDC and σdissDC .

3.2.3 Vanishing charge density

The DC resistivity in the absence of charge density reads

RDC = Rxx =
1

Z1Z2
2

√
1 +

Z2
2

C2
h2 +

h2

k2Y C
=

1

Z1Z2
2

√
1 +

16π2Z2
2

s2
h2 +

4πh2

k2Y s
, (3.42)

which falls into the charge conjugation regime, since the charge density is vanishing.

It should be pointed out that charge fluctuations still exist at zero charge density,

and it would seem the incoherent conductivity should be identified as being due to

diffusion of charge fluctuations. Notice the similarity of the structure of this result

4In the action (3.2) we have used units with 1
16πGN

= 1, where GN is Newton’s constant. So

the entropy density by definition is s = C(rh)
4GN

= 4πC(rh).
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with that of (3.41). In particular, we have σxy = Rxy = 0 because ρ = 0. In

contrast, in the case with vanishing magnetic field the theory is parity symmetric,

which requires the Hall conductivity to vanish for any value of charge densityρ.

3.2.4 Strong momentum dissipation limit

Next, we consider the case in which the momentum dissipation ∼ k is dominant

compared to the other scales in the system. Working to leading order in the strong

momentum dissipation limit, we obtain the conductivities

σxx = σyy = ΩC − C(Ω2h2(C2 + h2Z2
2 )2 − C2ρ2)

(C2 + h2Z2
2 )2

1

k2Y
+ . . . ,

σxy = −σyx =
hρZ2

2

C2 + h2Z2
2

+
2C2hρΩ

C2 + h2Z2
2

1

k2Y
+ . . . ,

(3.43)

and the corresponding resistivities

Rxx =Ryy =
C

Z2

√
ρ2 + Z2

1Z
2
2 (C2 + h2Z2

2 )

ρ2 + C2Z2
1Z

2
2

−

C[ρ2(ρ2 + C2Z2
1Z

2
2 ) + h2Z2

1Z
4
2 (ρ2 − C2Z2

1Z
2
2 )]

Z2
2 (ρ2 + C2Z2

1Z
2
2 )2

1

k2Y
+ . . . ,

Rxy =−Ryx = − hρ

ρ2 + C2Z2
1Z

2
2

−

2hρC2Z2
1Z2

√
ρ2 + Z2

1Z
2
2 (C2 + h2Z2

2 )

Z2
2 (ρ2 + C2Z2

1Z
2
2 )2

1

k2Y
+ . . . .

(3.44)

We focus on the conductivities at leading order, which are given by

σxx = σyy = ΩC =
Z2C

C2 + h2Z2
2

√
ρ2 + Z2

1Z
2
2 (C2 + h2Z2

2 ) ,

σxy = −σyx =
hρZ2

2

C2 + h2Z2
2

.

(3.45)
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The inverse Hall angle reads

cot ΘH =
σxx
σxy

=
C

hρZ2

√
ρ2 + Z2

1Z
2
2 (C2 + h2Z2

2 ) , (3.46)

and the in-plane resistivity

RDC = Rxx =
C

Z2

√
ρ2 + Z2

1Z
2
2 (C2 + h2Z2

2 )

ρ2 + C2Z2
1Z

2
2

. (3.47)

Interestingly, we find that these expressions are precisely the same as the ones which

were obtained in the probe DBI case [25], using a different approach.

This can be understood as follows. When the momentum dissipation is strong

enough, the contribution to the geometry coming from the DBI sector is negligible

compared to that of the axionic sector. Thus, in this case the background geometry

is seeded by the axions, and the dynamics of the U(1) gauge field can be captured

by treating it as a probe around the resulting geometry. This can be easily seen

from the background equations (3.11)-(3.14). When the terms coming from the DBI

action are negligible compared to the axionic terms, we obtain a closed system which

only involves the axions as well as φ coupled to gravity,

1√
BDC

(√
D

B
Cφ′

)′
− k2

C
Y ′(φ)− V ′(φ) = 0 , (3.48)

D′C ′

DC
+

1

2

C ′2

C2
− 1

2
φ′2 +

k2B

C
Y (φ) +BV (φ) = 0 , (3.49)

2C ′′

C
−
(
B′

B
+
C ′

C
+
D′

D

)
C ′

C
+ φ′2 = 0 , (3.50)

2D′′

D
− 2C ′′

C
−
(
B′

B
− C ′

C
+
D′

D

)
D′

D
+
B′C ′

BC
− 2k2B

C
Y (φ) = 0 . (3.51)

The gauge field At can then be determined from (3.15).
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As was shown in [25, 41], the coupled equations of motion (3.48)-(3.51) admit

IR hyperscaling scaling violating geometries,

ds2 = rθ
(
−f(r)

dt2

r2z
+
L2dr2

r2f(r)
+
dx2 + dy2

r2

)
, (3.52)

φ = κ ln(r), ψ1 = k x, ψ2 = k y ,

with

f(r) = 1−
(
r

rh

)2+z−θ
, z =

α2 − η2 + 1

α(α+ η)
, θ =

2η

α
, κ = − 2

α
,

L2 =
(z + 2− θ)(θ − 2z)

V0
, k2L2 = 2(z − 1)(z + 2− θ) , (3.53)

η = ± θ√
(θ − 2)(θ + 2− 2z)

, α = ± 2√
(θ − 2)(θ + 2− 2z)

,

when the dilaton couplings V and Y are approximated by exponentials in the IR,

V (φ) ∼ −V0 e
η φ, Y (φ) ∼ eαφ , (3.54)

with η, α constants. In order to have a well defined geometry and a resolvable

singularity one should take into account the Gubser’s physicality criterion [42, 103],

which restricts the range of the scaling exponents {z, θ} appearing in (4.12). In

particular, the allowed parameter range is given by

IR r → 0 : [z 6 0, θ > 2], [0 < z < 1, θ > z + 2] ,

IR r →∞ : [1 < z 6 2, θ < 2z − 2], [z > 2, θ < 2] ,

(3.55)

depending on the location of the IR. It was also shown in [25] that by setting

C(rh)

Z2(φ(rh))
∼ T, Z1(φ(rh))Z2(φ(rh))2 ∼ 1

T
, (3.56)
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where T is the temperature, one can obtain the scaling behavior

RDC ∼
√
aT 2 + h2 , (3.57)

with a a constant which depends on the details of the action. The main point

to note for this case is that for appropriate choices of parameters it is possible to

reproduce the in-plane resistance (3.1). The anomalous temperature dependence

of the resistivity and Hall angle of the cuprate strange metals has recently been

realized in this setup [20]. The backreacted DBI case, however, leads to a much

richer transport behavior, as we will see next.

3.3 Magnetic-Field-Induced Metal-Insulator Transition

If we choose the dilaton field φ to be trivial, the background black brane geometry

can be solved exactly. Even in this simple case the physics is still quite rich, and

we find a finite-temperature transition – or crossover – from metallic to insulating

behavior, induced by the magnetic field.

We take the couplings to be of the form 5

Z1 = z1 , Z2 = Y = 1 , V = −V0, φ = 0 , (3.58)

where z1 and V0 are positive constants. Once again we set D(r) = 1/B(r). The

metric function C(r) is then found by solving (3.13), and is given by

C(r) = r2. (3.59)

Here we have chosen the AdS boundary to be at r →∞. The remaining (non-trivial)

5A class of exact solutions for the DBI theory without axions have been studied in [44].
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equations of motion are then

A′t −
ρ

z1

√
r4 +

ρ2+h2z2
1

z2
1

= 0 , (3.60)

rD′ +D − r2

2
(V0 + z1) +

1

2
k2 +

z1

2

√
r4 +

ρ2 + h2z2
1

z2
1

= 0 , (3.61)

D′′ − 2

r2
D − 1

r2
k2 − ρ2 + h2z2

1

r2z1

√
r4 +

ρ2+h2z2
1

z2
1

= 0 . (3.62)

We find that the last equation is implied by the second one. Solving (3.61), we

obtain

D(r) =
r2

6
(V0 + z1)−z1

6

√
r4 +

h2z2
1 + ρ2

z2
1

− 1

2
k2 − M

r

−1

3

√
h2z2

1 + ρ2
2F1

(
1

4
,
1

2
;
5

4
;− r4z2

1

ρ2 + h2z2
1

)
,

(3.63)

where M corresponds to the mass of the black brane and is determined by the

location of the horizon rh via D(rh) = 0. The U(1) gauge field is given by

At(r) =

∫ r

rh

ρ

α

√
u4 +

ρ2+h2z2
1

z2
1

du

= c1 + ρ r

√
1

h2z2
1 + ρ2 2F1

(
1

4
,
1

2
;
5

4
;− r4z2

1

ρ2 + h2z2
1

)
, (3.64)

with the constant c1 given by requiring as usual that the gauge field vanishes at

the horizon, At(rh) = 0. Finally, the temperature associated with the black brane

geometry takes the form

T =
D′(rh)

4π
=
V0 + z1

8π
rh −

1

8πrh
k2 − z1

8πrh

√
r4
h +

ρ2 + h2z2
1

z2
1

, (3.65)
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and the entropy density reads

s = 4πr2
h . (3.66)

By making use of (3.65) to express the location of the horizon in terms of T , one

can find the temperature dependence of the conductivity matrix (3.36) as well as

the resistivity matrix (3.38), which of course also depends on the magnetic field h,

the charge density ρ and the momentum dissipation parameter k.

It is interesting to ask whether the black brane solution we just presented leads

to metallic or insulating behavior. To this end, we are going to adopt the following

working definition of a metal versus an insulator,

Metal :
dRxx
dT

> 0 , Insulator :
dRxx
dT

< 0 , (3.67)

and inspect the temperature dependence of the conductivities. We will focus on

cases with finite momentum dissipation, since in the limit k → 0 shown in (3.39)

the conductivity is quite simple, due to Lorentz invariance. For simplicity and

without loss of generality, from now on we fix our theory parameters to be

z1 = 1, V0 = 6 . (3.68)

We start by considering two simple cases which correspond to, respectively, vanishing

magnetic field and charge density. The former turns out to be associated with

metallic behavior, while the latter with insulating. We then look at the more generic

situation, in which both h and ρ are non-zero, and find a finite temperature crossover

between the two types of behavior.
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3.3.1 Vanishing magnetic field

We examine first the case in which the magnetic field is absent. The Hall part of

the conductivity is zero, and the resistivity can be obtained from (3.41),

RDC = Rxx = 1/σxx =
k2r2

h

ρ2 + k2
√
r4
h + ρ2

, (3.69)

For a fixed value of k/
√
ρ, 6 the resistivityRDC increases monotonically with increas-

k� Ρ =0.5

k� Ρ =1.2

k� Ρ =3.0
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Ρ

Rxx

Figure 3.1: The DC resistivity Rxx when h = 0 as a function of T/
√
ρ and k/

√
ρ.

Moving from top to bottom, the curves in the right panel correspond to decreasing
values of k/

√
ρ.

ing temperature, as shown in Figure 3.1. Thus, according to the criterion (3.67), the

resulting behavior is metallic. The curves displayed in the right panel of Figure 3.1

correspond to, from top to bottom, decreasing values of k/
√
ρ. We therefore see

that by lowering the amount k of momentum dissipation one also decreases the re-

sistivity, with the effect being especially pronounced at low T . What this indicates

is that as k → 0 we should recover a divergent conductivity, which is expected from

the fact that we would be approaching the regime of no momentum dissipation.

6Without loss of generality, we will assume ρ > 0 from now on.
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3.3.2 Vanishing charge density

In the case with vanishing charge density, the component σxy is also zero. The

resistivity can now be obtained from (3.42),

RDC = Rxx =
h2 + k2

√
r4
h + h2

k2r2
h

. (3.70)

For a fixed value of k/
√
h, the quantity RDC decreases monotonically as the tem-

k� h =0.8

k� h =1.2

k� h =2.0
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Rxx

Figure 3.2: The DC resistivity Rxx at vanishing charge density as a function of
T/
√
h and k/

√
h. In the right panel, from top to bottom the ratio k/

√
h increases.

perature increases, as can be seen from Figure 3.2. According to (3.67), this cor-

responds to an insulating like behavior. Moreover, the curves in the right panel of

Figure 3.2 show that the smaller the ratio k/
√
h, the larger the resistivity, with the

enhancement more pronounced at low temperatures. We wonder whether this effect

is entirely model dependent, or whether it could be a feature of the role of disorder

or momentum dissipation on insulating phases.
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3.3.3 Magnetotransport at finite magnetic field and charge density

We move on to the more generic case in which both h and ρ are non-zero, which

is significantly more complex. There is now a non-trivial Hall component to the

conductivities, and the general resistivity components are given by

Rxx = k2 r2
h

ρ2Q2
(
Q2 − k4

)
+ k2

√
Q2 + r4

h

(
ρ2
(
k4 −Q2

)
+ k4r4

h

)
+ k4r4

h(h2 − ρ2)

ρ4 (Q2 − k4)2 + 2k4ρ2r4
h (h2 + k4 − ρ2) + k8r8

h

,

Ryx = h ρ
2k6r4

h

√
Q2 + r4

h + ρ2
(
Q2 − k4

)2
+ k4r4

h

(
h2 + k4 − 3ρ2

)
ρ4 (Q2 − k4)2 + 2k4ρ2r4

h (h2 + k4 − ρ2) + k8r8
h

, (3.71)

where we have introduced Q2 = ρ2 + h2. The inverse Hall angle reads

cot ΘH =
σxx
σxy

=
Rxx
Ryx

=
k2r2

h

hρ

ρ2Q2
(
Q2 − k4

)
+ k2

√
Q2 + r4

h

(
ρ2
(
k4 −Q2

)
+ k4r4

h

)
+ k4r4

h(h2 − ρ2)

2k6r4
h

√
Q2 + r4

h + ρ2 (Q2 − k4)2 + k4r4
h (h2 + k4 − 3ρ2)

.

(3.72)

We display the behavior of the in-plane resistance Rxx in Figure 3.3 at the momen-

tum dissipation parameter k/
√
ρ = 1. We find the following features:

• h < ρ: Rxx increases monotonically as one increases the temperature, corre-

sponding to metallic behavior.

• h > ρ: As the temperature increases, Rxx first rises, then reaches a maximum

at a certain ratio T0/
√
ρ, and then decreases monotonically. The value of

T0/
√
ρ depends on k/

√
ρ and h/ρ. We have metallic behavior at low temper-

atures and insulating at high temperatures. Thus, this can be thought of as a

metal-insulator transition – or crossover – induced by the magnetic field.
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Figure 3.3: The resistance Rxx at finite charge density as a function of h/ρ and
T/
√
ρ. We choose the momentum dissipation parameter k/

√
ρ = 1. In the right

panel, the curves from top to bottom correspond to decreasing values of h/ρ.

We also display the resistance Rxx for a larger value of the momentum dissipation

parameter, k/
√
ρ = 3, in Figure 3.4. The temperature dependence of Rxx is similar

to that in the previous case when h < ρ. However, the non-monotonic behavior at

large values of the magnetic field disappears and Rxx decreases monotonically as one

increases the temperature, which is reminiscent of an insulating behavior. Note that

the change in the behavior of the resistivity is once again induced by the magnetic

field. Metal-insulator transitions or crossovers have been studied using other gravity

setups, see, e.g. [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50].

The threshold value for the magnetic field, h/ρ = 1, can be understood in the fol-

lowing way. Consider the high temperature limit T � (k,
√
ρ,
√
h) in which T is the

dominant scale in the problem. In this limit at leading order the temperature (3.65)

is given by the simple expression

T =
V0

8π
rh =

3

4π
rh , (3.73)
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Figure 3.4: The resistance Rxx at finite charge density versus h/ρ and T/
√
ρ. We

choose the momentum dissipation parameter k/
√
ρ = 3. In the right panel, the

curves from top to bottom correspond to decreasing values of h/ρ.

and the corresponding resistance Rxx reads

Rxx = 1 +
h2 − ρ2

k2r2
h

+O(r−3
h ) = 1 +

9

16π2

h2 − ρ2

k2
T−2 +O(T−3) . (3.74)

It is clear that when h < ρ, Rxx increases monotonically with T (working under

the assumption above that the temperature is the largest scale in the problem),

displaying metallic behavior. On the other hand, it decreases with increasing T

when h > ρ, displaying insulating behavior. In this regime, the Hall component and

the inverse Hall angle become

Ryx =
9

8π2

hρ

k2
T−2 +O(T−3) , cot Θ =

8π2

9

k2

hρ
T 2 +O(T 0) . (3.75)
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At this point one would like to restore all theory parameters (3.58). The general

results in the high temperature regime are given by

Rxx =
1

z1
+

V 2
0

64π2

h2z2
1 − ρ2

k2z2
1

T−2 +O(T−3) ,

Ryx =
V 2

0

32π2

hρ

k2z1
T−2 +O(T−3) , T � (k,

√
ρ,
√
h) ,

cot Θ =
32π2

V 2
0

k2

hρ
T 2 +O(T 0) .

(3.76)

The threshold value for the magnetic field is therefore given by h/ρ = 1/z1. Fi-

nally, note that in order to generate more arbitrary scalings, one needs to allow for

more complicated background geometries, in which the neutral scalar φ should be

dynamical. We turn to this question next.

3.4 Non-relativistic Scaling Geometries

We are now going to examine the behavior of the resistivities for geometries sup-

ported by a non-trivial scalar field profile, and which exhibit non-relativistic scalings.

We choose the couplings to have the simple exponential form

Z1(φ) = z1e
γ φ , Z2(φ) = eδ φ , V (φ) = −V0 e

η φ , Y (φ) = eαφ , (3.77)

in order to look for exact scaling solutions, loosely motivated by top-down realiza-

tions [25, 103]. However, one should keep in mind that we will assume that such

non-relativistic solutions describe the IR of the geometry, and approach AdS in

the UV, so that one can adopt the standard AdS/CFT dictionary. To this end, the

scalar potential of (3.77) should be appropriately modified, to ensure that the scalar

φ can indeed settle to a constant at the boundary. That this can be done is by now

well known, and has been shown explicitly in a variety of cases in the literature.
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Thus, here we will simply adopt 3.77 and focus on obtaining exact scaling back-

grounds. We focus mostly on cases with no magnetic field, but also include a simple

background solution for which h is non-zero. Scaling solutions for the Einstein-DBI-

dilaton system were also studied first in [51] and later in [52]. However the models

studied in those papers did not include axions, and therefore did not incorporate

any mechanism for dissipating momentum, resulting in an infinite DC conductivity.

3.4.1 Hyperscaling-violating solutions without magnetic field

We are going to parametrize the geometry as in (3.10), and look for black brane

solutions of the form

B(r) =
L2rθ−2

f(r)
, C(r) = rθ−2 , D(r) = rθ−2zf(r) , (3.78)

A = At(r) dt , φ(r) = κ ln r , ψ1 = k x , ψ2 = k y , (3.79)

where the parameters z and θ are, respectively, the Lifshitz and hyperscaling vio-

lating exponents. In this ansatz we have turned off the magnetic field, h = 0, for

simplicity. Note that when the blackening function is trivial, f(r) = 1, one recovers

the standard hyperscaling-violating geometries

ds2 = rθ
(
−dt

2

r2z
+
L2dr2

r2
+
dx2 + dy2

r2

)
, (3.80)

which represent the extremal limit of (3.78) and can be thought of as generalized

quantum critical geometries. Examining Einstein’s equations, we immediately find

from (3.13) that κ must obey

κ2 = (θ − 2)(θ − 2z + 2) , (3.81)
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while from the gauge field equation (3.15) we find the derivative of At,

A′t =
ρL rθ−z−δκ−1√

ρ2 + z2
1r

2[θ−2+(γ+δ)κ]
. (3.82)

In order to obtain exact solutions for this system we will make some assumptions

on the parameters of the model. First, notice that the gauge field expression (3.82)

simplifies drastically when we set

θ = 2− κ(γ + δ) , (3.83)

in which case the gauge field obeys the much simpler condition

A′t =
ρL rθ−z−δκ−1√

ρ2 + z2
1

. (3.84)

Combining (3.81) and (3.83) in this case yields the following relation between z and

θ,

z = 1 +
θ

2
+

2− θ
2(γ + δ)2

. (3.85)

We are most interested in the case in which the stress tensor terms in the field

equations originating from the axions appear at the same order in powers of the

radial coordinate as terms coming from the metric, neutral scalar and U(1) gauge

fields. This motivates us to take

δ = −α =
2

κ
, η = γ . (3.86)

Finally, using (3.11), (3.12) and (3.14), we find an analytic solution for f(r)

f(r) = 1−
(
r

rh

)2+z−θ
, (3.87)
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where rh is the location of the horizon, and

L2 =
2

δ2

(γ + 3δ)(γ + δ) + 1

V0 + z1 − k2 −
√
ρ2 + z2

1

, (3.88)

k2 =
γ2 + γδ − 1

δ2 + γδ + 1

(
z2

1√
ρ2 + z2

1

− z1 − V0

)
− ρ2√

ρ2 + z2
1

. (3.89)

We have demanded that the extremal limit is given by (3.80).

Summarizing our results, in the case of vanishing magnetic field we have obtained

the following quantum critical geometry, supported by a running scalar,

ds2 = rθ
[
−f(r)

r2z
dt2 +

L2

r2f(r)
dr2 +

dx2 + dy2

r2

]
,

φ = κ ln(r), ψ1 = k x, ψ2 = k y ,

(3.90)

with

f(r) = 1−
(
r

rh

)2+z−θ
, z =

1− γ2 + δ2

δ(γ + δ)
, θ = −2γ

δ
, κ =

2

δ
,

L2 =
2

δ2

(γ + 3δ)(γ + δ) + 1

V0 + z1 − k2 −
√
ρ2 + z2

1

=
(θ − 2)(θ − z − 2)

V0 + z1 − k2 −
√
ρ2 + z2

1

,

k2 =
γ2 + γδ − 1

δ2 + γδ + 1

(
z2

1√
ρ2 + z2

1

− z1 − V0

)
− ρ2√

ρ2 + z2
1

,

=
2(z − 1)

(2z − θ)

(
V0 + z1 −

z2
1√

ρ2 + z2
1

)
− ρ2√

ρ2 + z2
1

,

α = −δ, η = γ, At =
Lρ

(θ − z − 2)
√
ρ2 + z2

1

rθ−z−2 .

(3.91)

We can also invert the expressions for z and θ to obtain

γ = ± θ√
(θ − 2)(θ − 2z + 2)

, δ = ∓ 2√
(θ − 2)(θ − 2z + 2)

. (3.92)
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The temperature associated with these solutions has the simple expression

T =
|z + 2− θ|

4πL
r−zh , (3.93)

and the thermal entropy is therefore

s ∼ rθ−2
h ∼ T

2−θ
z . (3.94)

There are a number of conditions one should impose on these solutions to ensure

that they are well-defined and supported by a matter sector that is physical. Such

conditions will lead to constraints on the allowed range of {z, θ}, and therefore on

the range of theory parameters γ and δ. First, in order for the solution to be real

one should demand 7

k2 > 0, L2 > 0, (θ − 2)(θ − 2z + 2) > 0 . (3.95)

Next, the Null Energy Condition (NEC) should be satisfied, i.e.

TµνN
µNν > 0 , (3.96)

for any null vector NµNµ = 0. For the geometry (3.90), the two independent null

vectors can be chosen as

N t =
1√
f
rz−θ/2, N r =

√
f

L
r1−θ/2 sin τ, Nx = r1−θ/2 cos τ , (3.97)

7Notice that when z = 1 we have k2 < 0. Thus, the relativistic case z = 1 is not allowed
when the axions are present in the theory, as it leads to unphysical conditions on the parameters.
Moreover, in order to have k2 > 0 the quantity V0 + z1 should be positive and sufficiently large.
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with τ = 0 or π/2. The NEC constraints on the scaling exponents are then

(θ − 2)(θ − 2z + 2) > 0, (z − 1)(2 + z − θ) > 0 . (3.98)

We also note that, in order for the IR region to be defined unambiguously, we want

the (t, x, y) components of the (extremal) metric to scale in the same way with r.

From the form of the metric in (3.90), this condition can be seen to give

(θ − 2)(θ − 2z) > 0 . (3.99)

The IR is then located where the (t, x, y) metric components vanish:

θ − 2 > 0 and θ − 2z > 0 ⇒ IR at r = 0 ,

θ − 2 > 0 and θ − 2z > 0 ⇒ IR at r =∞ .

(3.100)

Finally, to ensure thermodynamic stability we would like the geometry to have

positive specific heat8. From (3.94) we see that this implies

z (2− θ) > 0 . (3.101)

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the allowed ranges of z and θ which satisfy all of the

constraints above, for two different choices of Lagrangian parameters V0 and z1.

The charge density has been scaled to ρ = 1 in both plots. Notice that as V0 + z1

becomes smaller, the allowed parameter space decreases (disappearing completely

when V0 + z1 is negative). The figures also indicate whether the UV is located at

r = 0 or r =∞, for a particular region of parameter space.

8This condition is not quite necessary and will not change our results by much. For the case
with negative specific heat, the extremal geometry still takes the form (3.80), but is obtained by
taking T → ∞. One could obtain a gapped spectrum for the AC conductivity, for example, by
incorporating the linear perturbation analysis [103, 53].
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Figure 3.5: The shaded areas denote the allowed ranges of z and θ after taking into
account all constraints on the theory parameter space. This case corresponds to
V0 = 5, z1 = 2, ρ = 1. The straight line θ = 4− z corresponds to a resistivity linear
in temperature, which for these parameters is allowed in much of the phase space.

Figure 3.6: The shaded areas denote the allowed ranges of z and θ after taking into
account all constraints on the theory parameter space. This case corresponds to
V0 = 1, z1 = 1/6, ρ = 1. The straight line θ = 4 − z corresponds to a resistivity
linear in temperature.
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Armed with these geometries, we can now inspect the behavior of the conduc-

tivity. Substituting the solution into (3.41), the expression for σDC in the absence

of magnetic field, we find that all the terms scale in the same way with temperature,

yielding the simple expression

σDC ∼ r4−θ
h ∼ T

θ−4
z . (3.102)

Here we see clearly the system behaving as a metal or as an insulator, according

to (3.67), depending on the sign of z and the range of θ. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 also

display the parameter ranges associated with metallic or insulating behavior. Note

that in this model there is no obstruction to obtaining a linear resistivity9. Indeed,

requiring the latter singles out a line in parameter space,

θ + z = 4 ⇒ RDC =
1

σDC
∼ T , (3.103)

which corresponds to taking δ = −γ ± 1√
3
. The linear resistivity case is indicated

by the solid line in the figures. Notice that it is allowed in most of the parameter

space, provided that V0 + z1 is sufficiently large and positive.

3.4.2 Dyonic solutions and negative magnetoresistance

For the solutions we have just examined the background magnetic field vanishes.

It is much more difficult to obtain analytic dyonic solutions, for which both the

electric charge density and the magnetic charge are non-trivial. Here we show a

9See e.g. [54, 55, 56, 57, 58] for the study of holographic strange metals in the probe DBI
approximation.
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simple family of exact solutions we obtained after turning on h:

f(r) = 1−
(
r

rh

)z−2

, z = 3− 4

γ2
, θ = 4, κ = −4

γ
,

L2 =
2

γ2

4− γ2

V0 + z1 − k2 −
√
ρ2 + z2

1(1 + h2)
=

2(2− z)
V0 + z1 − k2 −

√
ρ2 + z2

1(1 + h2)
,

k2 =
(z − 1)

(z − 2)

[
V0 + z1 −

z2
1

(z − 1)

(z − 1) + h2(z − 2)√
ρ2 + z2

1(1 + h2)

]
− ρ2√

ρ2 + z2
1(1 + h2)

,

α = −δ =
γ

2
, η = γ, At =

Lρ

(2− z)
√
ρ2 + z2

1(1 + h2)
r2−z. (3.104)

Note that the hyperscaling violating exponent is fixed in these geometries, i.e. θ = 4

(and as a result, the IR is always located at r = 0). In addition to the NEC, the

parameters must be chosen in such a way to ensure that both k2 and L2 are positive.

Moreover, condition (3.99) must hold. The parameter space for the Lifshitz exponent

z and the magnetic field h allowed by these constraints is shown in Figure 3.7, for

different choices of V0 and z1 (we did not require the specific heat to be positive,

which in this case would only change the plots slightly). As in the previous solution,

the phase space becomes smaller as the quantity V0 + z1 decreases.

Substituting the solution (3.104) into (3.36) we obtain the conductivity matrix,

which now depends only on the magnetic field, and not on the temperature. Rxx is

an even function as a function of h, while the Hall part Rxy is an odd function. The

resistance Rxx as a function of h for different values of z is presented in Figure 3.8.

We find that the physical constraint shown in Figure 3.7 ensures that Rxx is not

negative, as required for a well defined theory. The dual system falls into a particular

quantum critical regime where the transport property is determined solely by the

magnetic field, independent of the temperature. Depending on the choice of theory

parameters V0 and z1, Rxx versus |h| can have a non-monotonic (left panel) or

monotonic (right panel) behavior.
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Figure 3.7: The shaded area denotes the allowed ranges of z and h after taking into
account the NEC and requiring all theory parameters to be real.

Next, let’s consider the behavior of the magnetoresistance supported by these

solutions. Recall that the standard definition of magnetoresistance is given by

MR =
Rxx(h)−Rxx(h = 0)

Rxx(h = 0)
, (3.105)

describing the tendency of a material to change the value of its electrical resistance

in an externally-applied magnetic field. In particular, a negative magnetoresistance

has been observed in many materials, see e.g. [59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66]. In-

terestingly, one finds from Figure 3.8 that our system also exhibits negative mag-

netoresistance10. The left panel of Figure 3.8 shows a positive value of MR in the

regime of small magnetic field. However, it is easy to see that in the right panel the

magnetoresistance is negative, in all of the allowed parameter range. We emphasize

that such negative MR would not be seen in the probe DBI limit. Indeed, as one can

10It would be interesting to generalize our discussion to higher-dimensional theories, in which we
would have a longitudinal channel along the magnetic field and a transverse channel perpendicular
to it. In certain cases one can obtain a negative longitudinal magnetoresistance (see e.g. [67, 68]).
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see from (3.47), which is the probe approximation result, Rxx(h) increases mono-

tonically with the magnetic field, resulting in a positive MR value. As a side note,

the case with a trivial dilatonic scalar φ examined in Section 3.3 also has positive

magnetoresistance, as can be seen in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. A negative MR is obtained

in the quantum critical region characterized by (θ = 4, z). However, notice that for

these solutions k is not independent of h. In particular, this means the requirement

that the system remains in a given quantum critical regime (described by a fixed

θ, z) imposes a non-trivial relation between k and h.

Figure 3.8: The in-plane resistance Rxx versus h for various values of z. It is an
even function of h. Left panel: V0 = 5, z1 = 2. Right panel: V0 = 1, z1 = 0.2. The
charge density has been fixed to ρ = 1.

In closing this discussion, it is worth noting that we have identified interesting

features even in this very simple dyonic setup, using the geometry (3.104). More

generic solutions with h 6= 0 and broader ranges of z and θ can, in principle, be

obtained, but are significantly more complicated and have therefore been omitted.

We expect them to have non-trivial magnetotransport properties and to lead to the

same kinds of metal-insulator transitions we discussed in Section 3.3. Since h is

an adjustable parameter, it is also interesting to see if one could obtain a quantum

phase transition by tuning the magnetic field. We leave the analysis of these cases
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to future work.

3.4.3 Solutions with AdS2 geometry

In the discussion above we have focused on scaling solutions driven by a runaway

scalar deep inside the bulk, φIR → ∞. These kinds of solutions emerge when we

allow the coupling functions to have the simple exponential form (3.77), loosely

motivated by top-down string theory realizations. As we already mentioned, even

though these scaling solutions are exact, we are interested in the case in which they

describe only the near horizon region of the space-time at low temperatures.

However, our theory with the simple couplings (3.77) allows for much richer

solutions, including some for which in the IR the scalar approaches a constant at

extremality. A simple example is given by the following h = 0 geometry.

f(r) =1−
(
r

rh

)2+z−θ
+

V0L
2

(θ − 2)(θ + z − 4)
r2z−2

[
1−

(
r

rh

)4−z−θ
]
,

z =
1− γ2 + δ2

δ(γ + δ)
, θ = −2γ

δ
, κ =

2

δ
,

k2 =
2(z − 1)

(2z − θ)

(
z1 −

z2
1√

ρ2 + z2
1

)
− ρ2√

ρ2 + z2
1

,

L2 =(θ − 2z)(θ − z − 2)

√
ρ2 + z2

1(z1 +
√
ρ2 + z2

1)

z1ρ2
,

α =− δ , η =
1

γ + δ
, At(r) =

Lρ

(θ − z − 2)
√
ρ2 + z2

1

rθ−z−2 ,

γ =± θ√
(θ − 2)(θ − 2z + 2)

, δ = ∓ 2√
(θ − 2)(θ − 2z + 2)

.

(3.106)

whose blackening factor is much more involved than that (3.87) appearing in the

solutions we discussed above. As a consequence, the temperature associated with
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these geometries has a more complicated dependence on rh, and is given by

T =
r1−z
h

4πL
|f ′(rh)| = 1

4πL

∣∣∣∣(z + 2− θ)r−zh −
V0L

2

(θ − 2)
rz−2
h

∣∣∣∣ . (3.107)

Substituting this background into (3.41), the expression for σDC in the absence of

magnetic field, we obtain

σDC ∼ r4−θ
h . (3.108)

Using (3.107) one can then convert rh to temperature, obtaining the DC conductivity

as a function of T .
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Figure 3.9: The shaded areas denote the allowed ranges of {θ, z} after considering
the constraint (3.109). The range of the parameter space depends on the ratio z1/ρ.

Note that by letting V0 = 0 one could naively recover the standard hyperscaling-

violating geometry with the blackening factor given by (3.87). The choice V0 = 0,

however, is not consistent with the various constraints on the parameter space (NEC

and the requirement that L and k are real), as can be checked. Thus, V0 must be

taken to be non-vanishing, and the resulting solution is intrinsically different from

the usual one (3.80) with (3.87). As a result, some of the constraints, such as (3.100),
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no longer apply. The two restrictions one can impose are the NEC (3.96) and the

reality of all metric/scalar/gauge field coefficients. The latter demands

L2 ∼ (θ − 2z)(θ − z − 2) > 0, k2 > 0, (θ − 2)(θ − 2z + 2) > 0 . (3.109)

The NEC gives the same condition as (3.98). Moreover, one can show that (3.98)

is already implied by the requirement that the solution be real. The resulting

parameter range for the exponents {θ, z} depends on the ratio z1/ρ. Toy examples

are shown in Figure 3.9. In particular, one finds from Figure 3.9 that (θ − 2) > 0

and (z + 2 − θ) > 0, conditions which can be shown to be valid in general by

considering (3.109).

Therefore, according to (3.107), the extremal limit T → 0 is obtained at a finite

value of the horizon radius,

r̂h =

(
(θ − 2)(z + 2− θ)

V0L2

)1/(2z−2)

. (3.110)

Indeed, the extremal near-horizon geometry for these solutions contains an AdS2

factor, supported by a constant scalar φIR = φ(r̂h), and is therefore associated with

a finite entropy density. The DC conductivity σDC is also finite as T → 0, unlike

the hyperscaling-violating solution (3.90). At finite temperature, for certain choices

of {θ, z} – or equivalently {γ, δ} – the resistivity will decrease as T is lowered,

showing metallic behavior according to the criterion (3.67). However, it can also

increase as the temperature decreases, which is reminiscent of an insulator. We

are going to postpone a more thorough study of the transport properties associated

with these solutions to future work. For now it suffices to say that they provide a

concrete example of the richness of the near horizon backgrounds allowed in these

constructions, even assuming the simple choice of scalar couplings (3.77).
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3.5 Born-Infeld Theory

Another well-known non-linear generalization of Maxwell’s electromagnetism is Born-

Infeld theory, whose structure is similar to that of DBI theory, but somewhat simpler.

From a phenomenological point of view, it might also be interesting to consider mag-

netotransport in this case. In particular, although the conductive behavior shares

the same overall features as that of DBI, its dependence on the couplings of the

theory is simpler. As a consequence, the identification of scaling regimes might be

easier in the context of Born-Infeld interactions. With future applications in mind,

here we present the general formula for magnetotransport for Born-Infeld theory.

The action we consider reads

S =

∫
d4x
√
−g

[
R− 1

2
(∂φ)2 − V (φ)− Y (φ)

2

2∑
I=1

(∂ψI)2 − Za(φ)

2
(
√

1 + Zb(φ)F 2 − 1)

]
,

(3.111)

with the three couplings (Za, Zb, Y ) chosen to be functions of the neutral scalar

φ. The last term in (3.111) is precisely the non-linear interaction known as the

Born-Infeld term. We consider the same homogeneous and isotropic background as

in (3.10), and obtain the charge density

ρ =

√
−gZa(φ)Zb(φ)F tr√

1 + Zb(φ)F 2
=

CZaZbA
′
t√

1 + Zb

(
2h2

C2 − 2A′2t

) . (3.112)

To calculate the transport coefficients we adopt the same method of Section 3, and

find that the conductivity matrix is given by

σxx = σyy =
k2ρ2CY + k2CY Σ(k2CY + h2Σ)

h2ρ2 + (k2CY + h2Σ)2

∣∣∣
r=rh

,

σxy = −σyx =
2k2hρCY Σ + hρ(ρ2 + h2Σ2)

h2ρ2 + (k2CY + h2Σ)2

∣∣∣
r=rh

,

(3.113)
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with the function Σ(r) defined to be given by

Σ(r) =

√
2Zb(φ)ρ2 + C(r)2Za(φ)2Zb(φ)2

C(r)2 + 2h2Zb(φ)
. (3.114)

We see that the conductivity matrix is controlled by the three scalar couplings

Za, Zb, Y and by the spatial metric component C, all evaluated at the horizon r = rh.

They will depend on temperature T (through their dependence on rh), magnetic field

h as well as the amount of momentum dispassion k and charge density ρ.

The inverse Hall angle is then given by

cot ΘH =
σxx
σxy

=
k2ρ2CY + k2CY Σ(k2CY + h2Σ)

2k2hρCY Σ + hρ(ρ2 + h2Σ2)
, (3.115)

and the resistivity matrix, obtained by inversting (3.113), reads

Rxx = Ryy =
σxx

σ2
xx + σ2

xy

=
k2CY (ρ2 + k2CY Σ + h2Σ2)

h2ρ2Σ2 + (ρ2 + k2CY Σ)2
,

Rxy = −Ryx = − σxy
σ2
xx + σ2

xy

=
hρ(ρ2 + 2k2CY Σ + h2Σ2)

h2ρ2Σ2 + (ρ2 + k2CY Σ)2
.

(3.116)

Since these expressions are quite involved, we would like to restrict our attention to

three simple cases:

• No momentum dissipation: in the limit k → 0, the momentum dissipation

disappears and the conductivity tensor becomes

σxx = σyy = 0, σxy = −σyx =
ρ

h
, (3.117)

the same result we obtained for the DBI case studied earlier in this chapter.

As before, in this limit the conductivities are independent of the temperature

and the details of the theory.
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• No magnetic field: after turning off the background magnetic field, we obtain

σDC = σxx =

√
Z2
aZ

2
b +

2Zbρ2

C2
+

ρ2

k2CY
=

√
Z2
aZ

2
b +

32π2Zbρ2

s2
+

4πρ2

k2Y s
,

(3.118)

where s = 4π C(rh) is the entropy density. The dependence on the couplings

of the theory is now slightly different from that of the DBI case, as expected

from the different structure of the action. Note that σxy = 0 when h = 0.

A particular simple case with Za,b and Y constants and without the neutral

scalar φ was discussed in [69], where some features of Mott-like states were

identified.

• No charge density: The DC resistivity when ρ = 0 reads

RDC = Rxx =
1

ZaZb

√
1 +

2Zb
C2

h2 +
h2

k2CY
=

1

ZaZb

√
1 +

32π2Zb
s2

h2 +
4πh2

k2Y s
,

(3.119)

and the Hall part vanishes, Rxy = 0.

The explicit dependence on the two scales T and h can be determined after substitut-

ing specific background geometries into the general resistivity expressions. However,

finding black hole solutions for the Born-Infeld-Axion theory (3.111) is beyond the

scope of this thesis, and is delegated to future work.

3.6 Summary of Results

We have examined the behavior of the DC conductivity/resistivity matrix as a func-

tion of the physical scales in the problem – temperature, charge density, magnetic

field and momentum dissipation 11 – taking into account the full backreaction of the

D-brane action on the geometry. Axionic fields were used to break translational

11Due to a scaling symmetry, only three of these four scales are actually physical.
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invariance and ensure momentum relaxation. A dilatonic scalar appropriately cou-

pled to the DBI interaction term was introduced to generate scaling solutions. We

have found a highly complex and rich structure for the magnetotrasport, given in

expressions (3.36) (3.38), which simplifies somewhat in a number of limiting cases.

In full generality, the dependence of the conductivity matrix on the physical scales

in the system and the couplings of the theory is significantly more complicated than

that of the probe DBI limit, which is summarized in (3.45).

In general the various contributions to the DC conductivity combine in a non-

trivial fashion – the terms associated with momentum relaxation of the charge car-

riers in the system and those independent of the charge degrees of freedom are not

added together in a simple way. Thus, this provides an explicit example in which

there is no clean separation between coherent and incoherent contributions. The

results of the probe DBI approximation are recovered in the limit of strong momen-

tum dissipation, for which the contribution of the DBI action to the geometry is

negligible as compared to that of the axionic sector. In the opposite limit of weak

momentum relaxation, the conductivity tensor to leading order is independent of

temperature and of the details of the theory, as a consequence of Lorentz invariance

[39]. Only at next-to-leading order one finds non-trivial dependence on T and the

specific parameters of the model.

We have identified several classes of new, exact solutions to the theory and dis-

cussed the physical constraints on the parameter space needed to have a well-defined

holographic ground-state. Depending on the theory parameters, these solutions can

describe either metallic or insulating phases. While they are valid everywhere in the

geometry (they are exact), when their UV asymptotics are not AdS we will inter-

pret them as describing only the IR of the geometry, in order to adopt the standard

holographic AdS/CFT dictionary. That they can be embedded in AdS (by making
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minor modifications to the scalar potential) is by now well known.

When the dilatonic scalar is trivial, the exact black-brane geometries are asso-

ciated with a metal-insulator crossover, induced by varying the magnitude of the

magnetic field. On the other hand, a running dilatonic scalar leads to exact hy-

perscaling violating, Lifshitz-like black brane solutions, which also exhibit either

metallic or insulating behavior, depending on the range of parameters. For some

of the simpler classes of scaling solutions we have obtained, we find that the DC

conductivity in the absence of magnetic field scales with temperature as

σDC ∼ T
θ−4
z , (3.120)

yielding a linear resistivity RDC = 1/σDC ∼ T along the line θ + z = 4 which is

allowed in much of the physical parameter space of the theory. Interestingly, we

have also identified a somewhat simple hyperscaling violating solution with non-

vanishing magnetic field, and with θ = 4. For this solution the result (3.120) still

applies and σDC is constant. Thus, this special θ = 4 geometry sits at the edge of

the insulating and metallic behavior seen in (3.120). Moreover, for this dyonic case

we observe a negative magnetoresistance, a feature which is absent in the probe DBI

limit. Exact solutions with non-zero magnetic field and more arbitrary values of θ

can also be identified, but are significantly more complicated. We expect them to

lead to a similarly rich structure for the magnetotransport, and leave their analysis

to future work.

The key message to take away from our analysis is that by taking into account

backreaction, the transport behavior which can be realized in this theory is rich and

highly complex. Non-trivial classes of IR geometries can be easily constructed, which

allow for a wide range of scalings. They give rise to not only metallic or insulating

behavior, but also new magnetic field driven metal-insulator crossovers as well as
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a negative magnetoresistance. In this chapter we have only begun to explore the

properties of these solutions, and their implications for transport. We anticipate

that disorder driven transitions (driven by changing the magnitude k of the axionic

scalars) may also be possible to realize in these models, perhaps using new classes of

black brane solutions. It would also be interesting to construct the full geometries

that interpolate between the IR solutions we have identified and the AdS4 fixed

point in the UV, and study their AC transport properties. Before closing, we note

that while we were in the last stages of the project [19], the paper [38] appeared,

whose conductivity analysis for DBI Q-lattice models partially overlaps with our

results.
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Chapter 4

Modeling Cuprate Scalings

Holographically

Our goal in this chapter is to explore the origin of the anomalous scalings seen in

chapter 3 and clarify the conditions needed to realize them. We work with the

same string theory motivated gravitational model [19] studied in chapter 3 which

takes into account non-linear interactions between the charged degrees of freedom,

encoded by the DBI action. We focus on a limit in which the backreaction of the

DBI interactions on the geometry can be safely neglected, the so-called probe limit.

As a consequence, gravitational solutions to the theory are of a simple form, and the

resulting conductivities are easy to study analytically. Meanwhile, the non-linear

nature of the interactions between the charged degrees of freedom is retained in this

regime. In this limit we are able to identify clean scaling regimes in a straightforward

manner. Indeed, we will be able to realize R ∼ T and cot ΘH ∼ T 2, and more

generically a wider range of scalings, precisely thanks to the non-linear dynamics of

the gauge field sector.

We emphasize that our construction is the first consistent holographic realization
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of the strange metal scalings of the resistivity and Hall angle – in particular, the

latter two can be obtained simultaneously without violating the NEC. In our setup

the behavior of the resistivity differs generically from that of the Hall angle because

distinct couplings control different temperature scales in the system. Moreover, the

theory admits non-relativistic, hyperscaling-violating black brane solutions whose

scaling exponents can be chosen to reproduce the scalings of R and ΘH observed in

the cuprates.

Realizing the same scaling laws away from the probe limit should not pose any

conceptual challenges, but rather only technical ones. Finding exact analytical

solutions to the theory in the presence of backreaction is harder, and to do so one

must rely on simplifications and restrictions on the parameters of the model. Such

simplifications often lead to a situation where only one coupling sets the temperature

scale in the system, and controls the behavior of all the conductivities. For these

particular background solutions, then, the conductivity and Hall angle would both

scale as the same power of T and would not math those of the cuprates. We

illustrate this point at the end of this chapter. However, we emphasize that this is

only a limitation of the analytical solutions, and numerically one can construct a

much larger class of geometries, describing systems with different relaxation scales.

There should be no conceptual obstacle to reproducing the phenomenology of the

cuprates in these more general settings.
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4.1 The holographic setup

We consider the same holographic model we studied in chapter 3 which we include

here for completeness,

S =

∫
d4x
√
−g

[
R− 1

2
(∂φ)2 − V (φ)− Y (φ)

2

2∑
I=1

(∂ψI)2

]

+

∫
d4xZ1(φ)

[√
−det(gµν + Z2(φ)Fµν)−

√
−det(gµν)

]
, (4.1)

where the second term in the DBI part is chosen such that in the weak flux limit

F → 0 one recovers the standard gauge field kinetic term, F 2. Recall that the scalar

couplings Z1(φ), Z2(φ) and Y (φ) yield interactions between the scalar sector and the

gauge field. Moreover, the axionic scalars, ψI are introduced to break translational

symmetry and ensure that the system dissipates momentum and exhibits a finite

DC conductivity. Magnetotransport in this model was studied first by [25] and

later by [19] taking into account backreaction effects as we already mentioned in

chapter 3. Early work on the conductivity in probe DBI setups can be found e.g.

in [26, 27, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58].

As in [19] and also (3.10), here we work with geometries of the form

ds2 = −D(r)dt2 +B(r)dr2 + C(r)(dx2 + dy2), φ = φ(r),

ψ1 = k x, ψ2 = k y, A = At(r) dt+
h

2
(xdy − ydx) , (4.2)

with h denoting the magnitude of the magnetic field and k the strength of momentum

relaxation [28]. The general equations of motion are presented in chapter 3. Our

focus below will be on solutions which exhibit hyperscaling violation (θ 6= 0) and

non-relativistic scalings (z 6= 1) in the IR of the geometry, and approach AdS in the

UV.
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The DC conductivities σij for the theory (4.1) and the background geometry

(3.10) were computed in [19] using the horizon method developed in [29, 18]. We

refer the reader to [19] and the discussion in chapter 3 for the analysis. The key

observation is that σij is controlled by the three scalar couplings Z1, Z2, Y and the

bulk metric component C, all evaluated at the horizon. Since the horizon radius is

related to T, these are generically temperature dependent terms. Moreover, to the

extent that they are independent of each other, they in principle provide different

temperature scales in the system. The inverse Hall angle and resistivity are then

extracted as in (3.37) and (3.38) by using

cot ΘH =
σxx
σxy

, R = Rxx =
σxx

σ2
xx + σ2

xy

. (4.3)

The conductivity associated with the DBI model is extremely rich and complex.

Also, it provides yet another example in which one does not have the simple additive

form σDC = σccs + σdiss. Indeed, the dissipative σdiss and charge conjugation

symmetric σccs contributions in this model are intertwined in a non-trivial way,

thanks here to the non-linear nature of the DBI interactions. The complexity of this

DBI theory is both a challenge and an opportunity – while it is difficult to extract

specific scaling properties without focusing on particularly simple sectors, one also

expects to find a wide range of possible behaviors. In particular, the transport

coefficients simplify significantly in a number of limiting cases, as discussed in [19].

The one that is most relevant to us here is the probe limit.

4.2 Probe DBI limit

The expressions for the conductivities of the DBI theory are much more tractable

when the contribution to the geometry coming from the DBI sector is negligible
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compared to that of other matter content. In this case the background geometry is

seeded by the the scalar and axions, and the dynamics of the U(1) gauge field can

be captured by treating it as a probe around the resulting geometry – this is the so-

called probe DBI limit. Interestingly, we find that the same expression for cot ΘH

and Rxx can be obtained from the fully-backreacted case when the momentum

dissipation scale k dominates over the other physical scales in the system [19].

In the probe DBI limit the inverse Hall angle can be seen to take the simple

form seen in (3.46)

cot ΘH =
C

hρZ2

√
ρ2 + Z2

1Z
2
2 (C2 + h2Z2

2 ) , (4.4)

and the in-plane resistivity is given by (3.47)

Rxx =
C

Z2

√
ρ2 + Z2

1Z
2
2 (C2 + h2Z2

2 )

ρ2 + C2Z2
1Z

2
2

, (4.5)

evaluated at the horizon. Moreover, in the probe regime the charge density ρ and

the magnetic field h should be small compared to the other scales in the system. In

particular, working in the limits ρ2 << Z2
1Z

2
2C

2 and h2Z2
2 << C2, the resistivity

and the Hall angle reduce to the very simple expressions

cot ΘH =
C2Z1

hρ
, Rxx =

1

Z1Z2
2

, (4.6)

where we have only kept leading order terms. The small ρ, h limits are entirely nat-

ural in the probe approximation, and will be shown below to be valid in appropriate

temperature windows.

The key feature to appreciate in the expressions (4.6) for Rxx and cot ΘH is

that they generically scale differently with temperature, precisely because they are
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controlled by different quantities. The functions C, Z1 and Z2 provide different

temperature scales in the system – as long as at least two of them are independent

from each other. The technical advantage of the probe limit, as we will see shortly,

is that it allows us to keep the scalar couplings Z1 and Z2 much more arbitrary than

would be possible when working with specific backreacted solutions. This will give

us more freedom to choose the scalings we are after.

In order to obtain the cuprates’ scalings Rxx ∼ T and cot ΘH ∼ T 2 from (4.6),

one then needs to have a system for which

C

Z2
=
T 3/2

`
1/2
0

and Z1Z
2
2 =

z0

T
, (4.7)

with `0 and z0 two positive constants that depend on the specific theory one is

considering. Moreover, the small ρ, h approximations we adopted to obtain (4.6)

become, assuming a temperature dependence as in (4.7), T >> `0ρ
2/z2

0 and T 3 >>

`0h
2.

At this stage it is convenient to introduce dimensionless expressions for the

temperature and magnetic field, T =
z2
0

`0ρ2T and h =
z3
0

`0ρ3h respectively, as well as a

constant ζ = `0ρ
2/z3

0 . When the condition (4.7) is satisfied, the expressions (3.46)

and (3.47) then become

Rxx = ζ
T3/2

1 + T

√
1 + T + h2/T2,

cot ΘH =
T3/2

h

√
1 + T + h2/T2 .

(4.8)

It is clear that one obtains

Rxx = ζ T, cot ΘH =
T2

h
, (4.9)
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in the “high temperature” limit T � 1 + h2/T2. Note that this condition is given

in terms of T, defined by using the particular scale `0ρ
2/z2

0 that characterizes the

theory one is considering. Thus, this is not necessarily a high–T limit, and it would

indeed describe low temperatures provided that such scale is sufficiently higher than

the temperature the experiment is probing.

So far our analysis was based on the assumption that condition (4.7) could be

satisfied. We are now ready to show how it can be realized explicitly. To proceed

further we need to extract the temperature dependence of C(r), Z1(φ) and Z2(φ).

Thus, we need to focus on a particular background solution and specify a choice

of couplings. In order to allow for the freedom to have scaling exponents, we are

interested in geometries that are non-relativistic and hyperscaling-violating in the

IR, and approach AdS in the UV.

As was shown in [25], when the dilaton couplings V and Y are approximated by

exponentials in the IR, V (φ) ∼ −V0 e
η φ and Y (φ) ∼ eαφ, the geometry in the probe

limit is of the simple hyperscaling-violating form given in (3.52) as

ds2 = rθ
(
−f(r)

dt2

r2z
+
L2dr2

r2f(r)
+
dx2 + dy2

r2

)
, (4.10)

φ = κ ln(r), ψ1 = k x, ψ2 = k y , (4.11)

with

f(r) = 1−
(
r

rh

)2+z−θ
, z =

α2 − η2 + 1

α(α− η)
, θ =

2η

α
,

κ = − 2

α
, L2 =

(z + 2− θ)(2z − θ)
V0

, k2 =
2V0(z − 1)

2z − θ
.

Recall that in this limit the gauge field is a probe around this background solution,

and its expression can be obtained by solving the U(1) equation of motion. Finally,
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from the form of the blackening function we read off T ∼ r−zh and

C(rh) = rθ−2
h ⇒ C(T ) ∼ T

2−θ
z , (4.12)

which is also the temperature scaling of the entropy density, s ∼ T
2−θ
z .

As in chapter 3, we take into account Gubser’s criterion [42, 103] as well as the

NEC to have a well defined geometry and a resolvable singularity. Depending on

the location of the IR, these restrictions yield

IR r →∞ : [1 < z 6 2, θ < 2z − 2], [z > 2, θ < 2] ,

IR r → 0 : [z 6 0, θ > 2], [0 < z < 1, θ > z + 2] . (4.13)

When the backreaction of the DBI action on the geometry is taken into account,

exact {z, θ} solutions to our model can be found only for particular choices of scalar

couplings Z1(φ) and Z2(φ) (typically single exponentials). In the probe limit where

the backreaction of DBI sector can be neglected, there is a certain amount of freedom

to choose the couplings Z1, Z2. For simplicity – and to eventually make contact with

the fully backreacted case – we take them to be Z1 ∼ eγφ and Z2 ∼ eδφ, where γ, δ

are free parameters. This ensures that they yield single powers of temperature when

evaluated at the horizon. Indeed, combining this with the expression for the scalar

field needed to support the scaling solutions, φ = − 2
α ln(r), yields

Z1 ∼ T
2γ
zα and Z2 ∼ T

2δ
zα . (4.14)

Thus, for arbitrary couplings γ, δ one has

C

Z2
∼ T

2−θ
z
− 2δ
zα and Z1Z

2
2 ∼ T

2γ+4δ
zα , (4.15)
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and in turn

Rxx ∼ T−
2
z (

γ
α

+2 δ
α) , cot ΘH ∼

1

hρ
T

2
z (2−θ+ γ

α) , (4.16)

for the general scaling of the resistivity and Hall angle in the probe DBI limit. The

condition required to realize the cuprates’ scalings then becomes

γ

α
= z + θ − 2 and

δ

α
= 1− θ

2
− 3

4
z . (4.17)

With this particular choice of Lagrangian parameters one obtains the celebrated

cuprate behavior

Rxx ∼ T , cot ΘH ∼ T 2 . (4.18)

In particular, one should demand that the contribution of the DBI terms should

be subleading to the gravity background, and the geometry is seeded by the scalar

φ and axions ψI . More precisely, we require the stress tensor of the DBI action to

be much smaller than the Einstein tensor.

Using an analysis similar to that in [25], one obtains the constraint

Z2
1Z

2
2r

2θ
h L

2 � Z2r
2
h

√
ρ2 + Z2

1Z
2
2 (C2 + h2Z2

2 )� Z2
2/L

2 , (4.19)

evaluated at the horizon rh. Recall that to reproduce the cuprate strange metal

scalings, we need to fix the temperature dependence of (C,Z1, Z2). Using the di-

mensionless temperature and magnetic field, we then obtain

N1 T
z−4
z � T−

2θ+3z
2z

√
1 + T + h2/T2 � N2 T

4−2θ−3z
z , (4.20)

where N1 and N2 are constants that are independent of T and h.
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Since we are interested in the high temperature limit T� 1 + h2/T2, we find

T
4−θ−2z

z � 1 ⇒ 4− θ − 2z

z
> 0 . (4.21)

We point out that we neglected the last term in the DBI stress energy tensor (3.8)

when deriving the constraint above. This is consistent with the probe approximation

and indeed, as one can check, V � Z1 in the regime we are interested in. To

resolve the naked singularity which is present in the hyperscaling-violating ground

state, we already considered Gubser’s criterion and the null energy condition, which

impose non-trivial constraints on (z, θ). The validity of the probe approximation

then imposes further constraint (4.21) on the two scaling exponents. It is important

to take into account all such constraints, in order to have a consistent parameter

space for the holographic theory. Indeed, we find that there exists a large range of

parameter space for (z, θ) satisfying all the above constraints. Finally, the magnetic

field can not be too strong, with the upper bound given by h� T3/2.

We stress that there is a wide range of values of z and θ (or equivalently of the

theory parameters γ and δ) which satisfies all constraints and can be used to realize

these two scaling laws. However, one still needs to identify a selection mechanism

to explain why these scalings are robust and universal in the cuprates.

It is interesting to note that the z = 4/3, θ = 0 case singled out by the purely

field-theoretic analysis of [14] corresponds here to having δ = 0, or equivalently

a constant Z2 (and γ2 = 4/3). Thus, this corresponds to a minimal form of the

Lagrangian, in which only the overall scalar coupling in the DBI term Z1(φ) is turned

on. This case is reminiscent of the standard dilaton coupling to the DBI action∼ e−Φ

in string theory. An interesting question is whether one could obtain the couplings

needed to realize the cuprates within a top–down string theory construction. Indeed,

with a UV completed theory all parameters would be entirely fixed. Note that
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the scaling laws (4.18) would not be present if one turns off the DBI interaction.

Our results provide further compelling evidence for the importance of non-linear

interactions among the charge carriers for describing strange metals, as observed in

other holographic models (see e.g. [54]).

4.3 The general backreacted case

As we have just seen, in the probe regime these DBI models admit the scaling

laws (4.18) observed in the cuprates, and more generally cases in which Rxx and

cot ΘH scale differently with temperature, as in (4.16). We expect to find the same

behavior even when one moves away from the probe limit and takes into account

the full backreaction of the DBI interactions on the geometry. However, finding

exact analytical solutions that are fully backreacted is technically more challenging,

and one does not expect them to be of the simple form of (4.12), especially in

the presence of a magnetic field. Exact analytical solutions to the DBI theory are

rare, and rely on making simplifying assumptions on theory parameters. One of the

potential consequences then, is that they can lead to cases for which σij is controlled

by a single temperature dependent quantity – a single scale. In such instances one

does not expect to have a clean separation between the behavior of the resistivity

Rxx and the Hall angle cot ΘH . Indeed, the two should have a similar T–structure.

In this section we illustrate precisely this point with an analytical example.

Exact non-relativistic, hyperscaling-violating solutions to the full DBI theory

(4.1) were put forth in [19]. In the presence of a background magnetic field h 6= 0, the

scaling geometries of [19] had a fixed value of the hyperscaling-violating parameter,

θ = 4. Analytical solutions with arbitrary θ were also expected to exist, and to

provide a more fruitful avenue to modeling possible scaling regimes. Indeed, when
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the Lagrangian parameters are such that

γ = −2δ, η = α− δ ,

we have identified another class of fully backreacted dyonic black branes of the form

ds2 = rθ
(
−f(r)

dt2

r2z
+
L2dr2

r2f(r)
+
dx2 + dy2

r2

)
,

φ = κ ln(r) , ψ1 = k x , ψ2 = k y , A = At(r)dt+
h

2
(xdy − ydx) ,

(4.22)

with

f(r) = 1−
(
r

rh

)2+z−θ
+

2(z − 1)(2 + z − θ)(h2z2
1 + ρ2)

k2(z − 2)(2z + θ − 6)
√

(1 + h2)z2
1 + ρ2

r4−θ

[
1−

(
r

rh

)z−2
]
,

κ = − 2

α
, z =

1 + α2 − η2

α(α− η)
, θ = 2

η

α
, k2 =

V0

1− (η−α)2−1
(η2−αη−1)

√
(1 + h2) + ρ2

z2
1

,

(4.23)

A′t(r) =
Lρ

z1

r1−z√
(1 + h2) + ρ2

z2
1

, L2 =
2(z − 1)(2 + z − θ)

k2
.

Here we have used Z1 = z1e
γφ, Z2 = eδφ, Y = eαφ and V (φ) = −V0e

ηφ with z1 and

V0 two positive constants. The temperature of these black brane solutions is given

by

T =
1

4π

√
2 + z − θ
2(z − 1)

[
k r−zh +

2(z − 1)

k(θ + 2z − 6)

h2z2
1 + ρ2√

1 + h2z2
1 + ρ2

r4−z−θ
h

]
. (4.24)

We note that for these solutions the momentum dissipation parameter is not free,

but is determined in terms of h, ρ and theory parameters. The main feature that

distinguishes this solution from that in (4.12) is the complexity of the blackening

function. As a result, the temperature of these black branes is related to the horizon
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radius in a rather non-trivial way,

T ∼ r−zh +
c0(z − 2)

(2 + z − θ)
r4−z−θ
h , (4.25)

where c0 is a constant that depends on theory parameters. As a result, (4.25) gives

a much wider range of possible temperature dependence for the entropy density

than the one (4.12) found in the probe limit. The general expression (4.24) is

quite cumbersome, making it difficult to identify the existence of scaling regimes.

However, in appropriate regions of parameter space only one of the two terms in

(4.24) dominates, so that one can assume a clean scaling of the form T ∼ rph for

some parameter p.

These exact solutions are quite constrained (they require specific relationships

between theory parameters), and in particular have the property that the metric

component C and the couplings Z1 and Z2 are all related to each other,

C(r) = Z2(r) = rθ−2 , Z1 ∼ r4−2θ = C−2 , (4.26)

implying for example that the combination Z1Z2C is simply a constant. As a

consequence, evaluating the conductivities on the background solutions above, we

find that the temperature dependence is controlled entirely by one single quantity,

the combination CY . Thus, this quantity sets the only temperature scale available

in the system (for early discussions of different timescales in holographic transport

coefficients, see e.g. [18, 41]). Inspecting the expressions for the conductivities, we

see that the resistivity and Hall angle have the schematic form

Rxx =
a1CY + a2(CY )2 + a3(CY )3 + a4(CY )4

a5 + a6CY + a7(CY )2 + a8(CY )3 + a9(CY )4
,

cot ΘH =
b1CY + b2(CY )2

b3 + b4CY + b5(CY )2
, (4.27)
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where the ai, bi are T-independent terms which depend on h, k, ρ. The expressions

for the coefficients are quite complicated, but all share a similar structure. In partic-

ular, the coefficients of Rxx and cot ΘH in front of each power of CY are generically

similar to each other (for instance, the pairs a2 and b2, or a6 and b4). What this

implies is that, without severe fine-tuning of the parameters z1, h and ρ, one can

not generically decouple the temperature behavior of Rxx from that of cot ΘH . The

reason for this is that, unlike in the probe DBI case, the same quantity CY is re-

sponsible for giving rise to all T-dependence in this particular system. In closing,

we note that by fine-tuning parameters so that some of these coefficients can be

made to vanish, one can indeed force Rxx and cot ΘH to have a different scaling in

terms of CY (and potentially obtain the cuprates’ scalings). However, this would

only hold in a very limited temperature region, and require unnatural choices of

theory parameters. This procedure would give at best a very undesirable – highly

fine-tuned – realization of the scalings of the cuprates.

In conclusion, the probe limit offers a window into the existence of clean scaling

regimes, including those observed in the cuprate high temperature superconductors.

We stress that in this class of DBI theories the cuprates’ scaling laws would not be

present if the DBI interaction was turned off – in that case the arguments developed

for EMD theories would be relevant. Thus, our analysis provides evidence that to

capture the complexity of the phase diagram of non-Fermi liquids it may be crucial

to include the non-trivial dynamics between the (charged) degrees of freedom, in

addition to the interplay between the various physical scales in the system.
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Chapter 5

Generic Non-Linear Effects on

Transport

Motivated by the results of chapters 3 and 4, we are interested in examining a generic

non-linear gauge field sector and computing the associated DC conductivities. To

this end, in this chapter we will study a model that describes a sector of probe

charge carriers interacting amongst themselves and with a larger set of neutral

quantum critical degrees of freedom. Indeed, there is evidence [56, 58, 20] that to

reliably capture transport in these phases it may be crucial to take into account

the non-trivial dynamics between the charge degrees of freedom. This is reasonable

given that we are dealing with strongly correlated electron matter, and was already

suggested in [54] and by the results of chapters 3 and 4. To examine to what extent

the results of chapters 3 and 4 can be generalized, we will work with a completely

generic gauge field sector and compute the corresponding holographic conductivities.

We will then choose to focus on a particularly simple non-linear model whose

structure is natural from the point of view of the DBI. Remarkably, this simple, solv-

able model provides the first holographic realization of the temperature scalings of
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the entropy ∼ T , resistivity ∼ T , Hall angle ∼ T 2 and weak-field magnetoresistance

∼ T−4 observed in the cuprates [70, 71, 14] – with a minimal set of assumptions.

Thus, this minimal model will allow us to to improve on the results of chapter 4,

in which only the cuprate scalings of R and ΘH were obtained. As we show below,

the mechanism underlying our results relies on having a quantum critical IR fixed

point and on the non-linear structure of the interactions between the charges. Our

results also suggest that the strange metal behavior is intimately tied to the linear

temperature dependence of the entropy.

5.1 Holographic Setup and Conductivities.

We are interested in describing a strongly coupled quantum theory containing a

sector of dilute charge carriers that interact amongst themselves as well as with

a quantum critical bath. The charge degrees of freedom should be thought of as

a probe when compared to the larger set of neutral quantum critical degrees of

freedom. What we have in mind are gravitational theories of the type

S =

∫
d4x
√
−g

[
LBath + LU(1)

]
, (5.1)

with a bath sector LBath supported, for example, by a neutral scalar φ and axionic

scalars, and a charge sector LU(1) describing the dynamics of a U(1) gauge field Aµ.

In particular, since we are interested in capturing generic non-linear electrodynamics

effects, the latter will be encoded in the Lagrangian term LU(1) = L(s, p, φ), which

is a generic function of the two combinations

s = −1

4
FµνF

µν , p = −1

8
εµνρσF

µνF ρσ , (5.2)
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with Fµν the field strength for Aµ and εµνρσ the covariant Levi-Civita tensor, and

allows for couplings between the gauge field and the neutral scalar φ. Such theories

includes as a special case the DBI model studied in [20, 25] and extend those studied

in [73] by adding a scalar sector.

Assuming a background which is homogeneous and isotropic, the quantum crit-

ical bath can be described holographically using a black brane geometry supported

by a nontrivial scalar φ = φ(r) depending on the holographic radial coordinate r.

The holographic DC conductivities associated with the conserved current Jµ dual

to Aµ can be obtained following the prescription developed by [74] (see also [73]).

In the probe limit the DC conductivity matrix σij for the broad class of theories

(5.1) is only sensitive to the structure of L(s, p, φ) and in particular is given by

σxx = L(1,0,0) , σxy = −L(0,1,0) , (5.3)

where we have defined for convenience

L(1,0,0) ≡ ∂L(s, p, φ)

∂s
, L(0,1,0) ≡ ∂L(s, p, φ)

∂p
. (5.4)

The corresponding resistivity and Hall angle are then

Rxx =
σxx

σ2
xx + σ2

xy

=
L(1,0,0)(

L(1,0,0)
)2

+
(
L(0,1,0)

)2 ,
cot ΘH =

σxx
σxy

= −L
(1,0,0)

L(0,1,0)
, (5.5)

where it should be understood that all functions are evaluated at the horizon of the

black brane.

Note that when L(0,1,0) = 0, σxy = 0 and hence tan ΘH = 0. Thus, the presence

of p ∼ F ∧ F in the theory leads to a distinctively different behavior for the con-
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ductivities. As an example, in the standard linear EMD theory L(s, p, φ) = Z(φ)s

thus far it has been difficult to realize the scaling behavior of the cuprates. In the

probe limit this situation is not ameliorated, because although the associated resis-

tivity Rxx = 1/Z can in principle be engineered to be linear, the Hall conductivity

is trivial. This compels us to study non-linear electrodynamics effects.

Finally, we stress that the result (5.5) is quite general, as it relies only on a

minimal set of assumptions – a homogeneous and isotropic metric modeling the

quantum critical bath, and the presence of a dilute set of charge carriers. The

analysis of the DC conductivities away from the probe limit is discussed in the next

section, where it can be seen that σij in the backreacted case is sensitive not only

to the gauge field sector, but also to the geometry and the structure of the model

supporting the quantum critical bath. Interestingly, we find that the probe limit

results can be obtained from the fully backreacted case when the scale of momentum

dissipation dominates over the other physical scales in the system. Next, we turn

to a more detailed discussion of our analysis.

5.2 Holographic Conductivity with Generic Gauge Sec-

tor

The holographic theory we examine describes gravity coupled to a neutral scalar

field φ, two axions ψI(I = 1, 2) and a U(1) vector field Aµ,

S =

∫
d4x
√
−g
(
R− 1

2
(∂φ)2 − V (φ)− Y (φ)

2

2∑
I=1

(∂ψI)2 − L(s, p, φ)

)
, (5.6)

where L(s, p, φ) is a generic function of the two combinations s and p defined in

(5.2). A natural constraint is the requirement that in the weak flux limit F → 0

one should recover the standard gauge field kinetic term, L(s, p, φ) ∼ s.
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The equations of motion associated with (5.6) are

Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν =

Y (φ)

2

2∑
I=1

∂µψ
I ∂νψ

I +
1

2
∂µφ∂νφ−

1

2

∂L(s, p, φ)

∂s
F σ
µ Fνσ

−gµν
2

(
1

2
(∂φ)2 +

Y (φ)

2

2∑
I=1

(∂ψI)2 + V (φ) + L(s, p, φ)− p∂L(s, p, φ)

∂p

)
, (5.7)

∇µ∇µφ− ∂φV (φ)− 1

2
∂φY (φ)

2∑
I=1

(∂ψI)2 − ∂φL(s, p, φ) = 0 , (5.8)

∇µ(Y (φ)∇µψI) = 0 , (5.9)

∇µGµν = 0 , (5.10)

where the tensor Gµν is given by

Gµν =
∂L(s, p, φ)

∂s
Fµν +

1

2

∂L(s, p, φ)

∂p
εµνρσFρσ . (5.11)

We are interested in finite temperature solutions to this theory which approach AdS

at the boundary. Assuming homogeneity and isotropy, we consider the bulk metric

and the matter fields of the background geometry to be of the following generic

form,

ds2 =− U(r) dt2 +
dr2

U(r)
+ C(r)(dx2 + dy2) ,

φ =φ(r), ψ1 = k x, ψ2 = k y, A = At(r)dt+
h

2
(x dy − y dx) ,

(5.12)

with h denoting the magnitude of the magnetic field. The temperature associated

with these black branes is given by

T =
U ′(rh)

4π
, (5.13)

with rh denoting the horizon radius. The linear dependence of the axionic scalars
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ψI on the spatial coordinates of the boundary field theory breaks translational in-

variance giving rise to momentum dissipation, whose strength is parametrized by k.

Finally, from Maxwell’s equation (5.10) we obtain a radially independent quantity,

ρ = C(r)Grt , ∂rρ = 0 , (5.14)

which describes the charge density of the dual boundary theory.

To construct the holographic DC conductivity matrix associated with the con-

served current Jµ dual to the U(1) gauge field Aµ we follow the prescription devel-

oped by [29]. In particular, we consider perturbations of the form in (3.17) to the

background (5.12),

δgti = C(r)hti(r), δgri = C(r)hri ,

δAi = −Eit+ ai(r), δψ1 = χ1(r), δψ2 = χ2(r) ,

(5.15)

with i = x, y. Maxwell’s equations (5.10) along the radial direction are then of the

form ∂rJ
i = 0, with J i =

√
−g Gir the spatial components of the conserved current

in the dual theory,

Jx = −L(1,0,0)(s, p, φ)

(
hU(r)hry(r) + C(r)htx(r)A′t(r) + U(r)a′x(r)

)
− Ey L(0,1,0)(s, p, φ) ,

(5.16)

Jy = L(1,0,0)(s, p, φ)

(
hU(r)hrx(r)− C(r)hty(r)A

′
t(r)− U(r)a′y(r)

)
+ Ex L(0,1,0)(s, p, φ) ,

(5.17)
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where we have defined

L(1,0,0) ≡ ∂L(s, p, φ)

∂s
, L(0,1,0) ≡ ∂L(s, p, φ)

∂p
. (5.18)

Since the currents (Jx, Jy) are radially conserved, they may be calculated anywhere

within the bulk. The horizon is a convenient choice.

Since the background geometry is regular near the horizon r = rh, we impose

the boundary conditions of (3.29)

At =A′t(rh)(r − rh) + . . . ,

U =U ′(rh)(r − rh) + . . . = 4π T (r − rh) + . . . .

(5.19)

Then the constraint of regularity of the perturbation equations imposes the near-

horizon expansions of (3.30)

ai(r) =− Ei
4πT

log(r − rh) + . . . ,

hti(r) =U(r)hri(r) + . . . , χi(r) = χi(rh) + . . . .

(5.20)

The horizon data for htx and hty can be extracted from the perturbed Einstein’s

equations (5.7) using the regularity conditions, yielding

htx(rh) =
L(1,0,0)(C2A′t

(
Exk

2Y − EyhA′tL(1,0,0)
)
− Eyh3L(1,0,0) + Eyhk

2CY )

C2
(
h2A′2t L(1,0,0)2 + k4Y 2

)
− 2h2k2CY L(1,0,0) + h4L(1,0,0)2 ,

hty(rh) =
L(1,0,0)(C2A′t(ExhA

′
tL(1,0,0) + Eyk

2Y ) + Exh
3L(1,0,0) − Exhk2CY )

C2
(
h2A′2t L(1,0,0)2 + k4Y 2

)
− 2h2k2CY L(1,0,0) + h4L(1,0,0)2 .

(5.21)

From here on it should be understood that all functions are evaluated at the horizon

r = rh. Substituting the expressions (5.21) for the metric perturbations into (5.16)
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and (5.17) finally yields Ohm’s law in matrix form,

 Jx

Jy

 = σ

 Ex

Ey

 , (5.22)

with the components of the conductivity matrix σij given by

σxx =σyy =
k2CY (k2CY − h2L(1,0,0) − C2(A′t)

2L(1,0,0))

h2(−2k2CY + h2L(1,0,0) + C2A′2t L(1,0,0)) + C2k4Y 2L(1,0,0)−1 ,

σxy =− σyx =
hCA′tL(1,0,0)(−2k2CY + h2L(1,0,0) + C2A′2t L(1,0,0))

h2(−2k2CY + h2L(1,0,0) + C2A′2t L(1,0,0)) + C2k4Y 2L(1,0,0)−1 − L
(0,1,0) .

(5.23)

These can be written in a slightly more compact form by defining the quantities

ξ ≡ k2CY −
(
h2 + C2A′2t

)
L(1,0,0) , Ω ≡ −(k2CY + ξ) , (5.24)

in terms of which we have the expressions included in the main body of the paper,

σxx =σyy =
k2CY ξ

h2Ω + C2k4Y 2L(1,0,0)−1 ,

σxy =− σyx =
hCA′t L(1,0,0) Ω

h2Ω + C2k4Y 2L(1,0,0)−1 − L
(0,1,0) .

(5.25)

Notice that at this stage they depend on the gauge field term A′t and not on the

charge density ρ. Since the relationship between A′t and ρ in these theories is

generically non-linear, we will be able to express (5.25) explicitly in terms of the

charge density only in special cases. Also, while both conductivities depend on the

standard Maxwell term s through the dependence on L(1,0,0), only σxy is sensitive

to L(0,1,0).

As a simple check of our analysis we consider the standard EMD theory described
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by

L(s, p, φ) = Z(φ)s , (5.26)

for which L(1,0,0) = Z and L(0,1,0) = 0. Expressed in terms of the charge density

ρ = CZA′t, the corresponding conductivities (5.25) are of the form

σxx = σyy =
k2CY (k2CY Z − h2Z2 − ρ2)

h2(−2k2CY Z + h2Z2 + ρ2) + C2k4Y 2
,

σxy = σyx =
hρ(−2k2CY Z + h2Z2 + ρ2)

h2(−2k2CY Z + h2Z2 + ρ2) + C2k4Y 2
, (5.27)

in agreement with the results of [29], as expected. In addition, for the special case

without a scalar sector, the quantities (5.25) agree with those computed in [93], a

non-trivial check on our analysis.

Finally, from the conductivity matrix we can extract the inverse Hall angle as

in (3.37),

cot ΘH =
σxx
σxy

, (5.28)

and the resistivity matrix as in (3.38),

Rxx = Ryy =
σxx

σ2
xx + σ2

xy

, Rxy = −Ryx = − σxy
σ2
xx + σ2

xy

. (5.29)
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Written in terms of ξ and Ω we have

cot ΘH =
k2ξCY

(h2Ω + k4C2Y 2L(1,0,0)−1
)L(0,1,0) − hCΩA′tL(1,0,0)

,

Rxx =
k2ξCY(

h2Ω + k4C2Y 2L(1,0,0)−1)[ k4ξ2C2Y 2

(h2Ω+k4C2Y 2L(1,0,0)−1
)2

+

(
L(0,1,0) − hCA′tΩL(1,0,0)2

(h2ΩL(1,0,0)+k4C2Y 2)

)2] ,

Rxy =

hCA′tL(1,0,0)Ω

h2Ω + C2k4Y 2L(1,0,0)−1 − L
(0,1,0)[

k4ξ2C2Y 2

(h2Ω+k4C2Y 2L(1,0,0)−1
)2

+

(
L(0,1,0) − hCA′tΩL(1,0,0)2

(h2ΩL(1,0,0)+k4C2Y 2)

)2] . (5.30)

These expressions are entirely general and describe the conductivities resulting from

theories of the form (5.6). Once the background solution (5.12) is known, A′t(rh) and

rh can be expressed in terms of (T, ρ, h, k) by solving (5.13) and (5.14). Therefore,

the resistivity and the Hall angle are general functions of the temperature T , the

charge density ρ, the magnetic field h and the strength of momentum dissipation k.

We close by elaborating on the connection between the probe limit and the

limit in which momentum dissipation is the dominant physical scale. Computing

from scratch the conductivities under the assumption that the gauge field sector

LU(1) = L(s, p, φ) is a probe and does not backreact on the geometry, which can be

done by sending LU(1) → δLU(1) with δ a perturbatively small parameter, yields the

expansions

σxx ≈ L(1,0,0) + δ
(h2 − C2A′2t )L(1,0,0)2

CY k2
+O(δ2),

σxy ≈ −L(0,1,0) − δ 2hA′t L(1,0,0)2

Y k2
+O(δ2) , (5.31)

from which we extract the probe limit result we already mentioned in section 5.1,

Rxx ≈
L(1,0,0)

L(0,1,0)2
+ L(1,0,0)2 , cot ΘH ≈ −

L(1,0,0)

L(0,1,0)
. (5.32)
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On the other hand, if we expand the general expressions (5.27) in a large momentum

dissipation expansion, by sending k2 → k2

δ with δ → 0, we obtain the same result

(5.31). Thus, from the point of view of the holographic conductivities, working

under the assumption that the charge degrees of freedom are a probe is equivalent to

assuming that the momentum dissipation scale k dominates over the other physical

scales in the system, i.e. the charge density ρ and magnetic field h. We stress that

this is not necessarily a large-k limit, but rather a statement about the hierarchy

between k, ρ and h.

5.3 Quantum Critical Bath Geometry

Motivated by condensed matter studies of quantum criticality in strange metals [75,

76, 77], we will be specifically interested in solutions that are non-relativistic and

violate hyperscaling in the IR of the geometry – thus, the dual system will be

quantum critical in a generalized sense. To work with the standard holographic

dictionary we consider geometries which asymptote to AdS at the boundary. The

IR scaling behavior of such geometries will lead naturally to clean scaling regimes

in the holographic transport coefficients and in particular in the DC conductivities,

which are determined by horizon data.

One advantage of working in the probe limit is that we have a clean separation

between the background geometry and the gauge field sector. In particular, the

simple holographic model we introduced in (5.6),

LBath = R− (∂φ)2

2
− V (φ)− Y (φ)

2

2∑
I=1

(∂ψI)2 , (5.33)

supports analytical scaling geometries. When the scalar couplings are well approx-
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imated by single exponentials in the IR of the geometry,

Y = eαφ , V = −V0e
−βφ , (5.34)

with α, β and V0 constants, the theory supports the following hyperscaling violating,

Lifshitz-like black-branes,

ds2 = −
(r
`

)2m
f(r)dt2 +

(r
`

)−2m
f(r)−1dr2 +

(r
`

)2n
d~x2,

f(r) = 1−
(rh
r

)2m+2n−1
, φ(r) = κ ln

(r
`

)
,

κ2 = 4n(1− n), ακ = 2(m+ n− 1), βκ = 2(1−m),

`2V0 = 2m(2m+ 2n− 1) , k2 =
(m− n)V0

m
, (5.35)

where we have chosen the axion configuration

ψ1 = k x, ψ2 = k y , (5.36)

with the constant k denoting the strength of momentum dissipation. The tem-

perature of these solutions scales with the horizon radius as T ∼ r2m−1
h and the

entropy as S ∼ T
2n

2m−1 . The scaling parameters n,m can be related to the standard

dynamical critical exponent z and hyperscaling violating exponent θ by using

m =
1

2

θ − 2z

θ − z
, n =

1

2

θ − 2

θ − z
. (5.37)

In terms of n,m the η-geometries discussed in [78], which arise from taking the

limit z → ∞, θ → ∞ with η ≡ −θ/z held fixed, correspond to taking n + m = 1

(with η = 2n
1−2n). Finally, since these scaling geometries are generically singular,

one needs to impose appropriate constraints on the parameter space in order to
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Figure 5.1: The green region denotes the values of (m,n) that satisfy the physical
constraints which ensure a well defined ground state geometry. The dashed blue
line shows the case which gives a linear entropy S ∼ T . The black dot corresponds
to the η-geometry with m = 3/4, n = 1/4 (or η = 1).

ensure a well-defined ground state solution, including Gubser’s criterion [42] and

the null energy condition (see e.g. the discussion in [103, 79]). The parameter space

corresponding to physically acceptable ranges for the exponents (m,n) is shown in

Fig. 5.1, with the dashed blue line denoting values for which the entropy is linear

with temperature.

5.4 A Specific Non-Linear Model

Motivated in part by the DBI analysis of [54, 20], we choose to focus on a particularly

simple non-linear model,

L(s, p, φ) = Z(φ)s+
1

2
Z2(φ)p2 , (5.38)
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characterized by a single scalar coupling Z(φ). The combination (5.38) is natural

from the viewpoint of the DBI action

SDBI =
√
−g −

√
−det(g + Z1/2 F )

=
√
−g
[
1−

√
1− 2(Zs+ Z2p2/2)

]
,

(5.39)

and, despite its simplicity, will turn out to be sufficient to describe four of the

scalings observed in the strange metal phase of the cuprates. Evaluating (5.3) for

our non-linear model (5.38), we find that the resistivity and Hall angle are

Rxx ∼
Z

Z2 + Z4 p2
=

(C2 + h2Z)2

Z [(C2 + h2Z)2 + h2ρ2]
,

cot ΘH ∼ −
1

Z p
=
C2 + h2Z

hρ
, (5.40)

with the charge density

ρ =
A′t Z

C

(
C2 + h2Z

)
, (5.41)

and all functions evaluated at the horizon. The expressions (5.40) can be simplified

further by taking a small h limit, which is consistent with our assumption of a dilute

charge sector. This yields the simple expressions

Rxx ∼
1

Z
, cot ΘH ∼

C2

hρ
, (5.42)

each controlled by a different scale, the first by the scalar coupling Z and the second

by the geometry through C. Finally, working with the small h expansion of the

resistivity (5.40) we compute the magnetoresistance,

MR =
Rxx(h)−Rxx(h = 0)

Rxx(h = 0)
∼ −h

2ρ2

C4
. (5.43)
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The results (5.42) agree with those obtained in the DBI construction of [20], for

small values of the charge density and magnetic field. While this agreement is

expected, since (5.38) is part of the low-energy expansion of the DBI model of [20],

it also suggests that the much simpler non-linear model (5.42) may suffice to capture

the key physics of more complex DBI-like theories. In addition, the particular DBI

model of [20] predicts a weak-field magnetoresistance that goes as h2/T 3, instead

of the h2/T 4 behavior of the cuprates, and therefore it may be more appropriate to

describe other strange metal phases.

5.5 Physical Implications

We are now ready to comment on the implications of our results, and ask in particu-

lar whether the transport quantities we computed can describe the scaling behaviors

observed in the cuprates. First of all, note that while Rxx depends on the scalar

coupling Z, the Hall angle and magnetoresistance (at small h) are both controlled

by the metric component C, which also determines the thermodynamic entropy S

of the dual field theory, S ∼ C. While the coupling Z can be chosen freely without

affecting the geometry, the function C is fixed for a given background. Once the

geometry is specified – and therefore the temperature dependence of the entropy –

there is very little freedom in the system.

In our model a linear resistivity Rxx ∼ T can be realized by identifying a clean

temperature scaling regime for the scalar coupling, of the form

Z ∼ 1

T
. (5.44)

Moreover, experimental data on the cuprates [80, 81] indicates that the entropy is
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linear in temperature,

S ∼ T , (5.45)

which requires the spatial metric component to scale as

C ∼ T , (5.46)

and unambiguously fixes the temperature dependence of the Hall angle and magne-

toresistance in our model to be

cot ΘH ∼ T 2 , MR ∼ − h
2

T 4
. (5.47)

In our setup (5.44) and (5.46) can indeed be realized quite naturally, making use

of the quantum critical geometry. In particular, (5.44) can be obtained by making

the simple single exponential choice Z(φ) ∼ eγφ with γ = 1−2m
2−2mβ. Moreover, the

entropy associated with (5.35) is given by

S ∼ C(rh) ∼ T
2n

2m−1 . (5.48)

Thus, we have a linear entropy S ∼ T when 2n = 2m − 1. For z and θ finite this

translates to the condition z = 2 − θ corresponding to a one-parameter family of

black brane solutions, while for the case of η-geometries for which both exponents

are infinite we have m + n = 1 and thus n = 1/4 and m = 3/4. The parameter

choices that correspond to a linear entropy are represented by the dashed line in

Fig. 5.1, with the dot denoting the special case corresponding to the η = 1 geometry.

It is intriguing and unexpected that the choice (5.44) and the experimental

observation (5.45) are sufficient to reproduce the observed scaling properties of the

cuprates. In particular, what we have seen is that the simple non-linear model (5.38)
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supports the following behaviors,

S ∼ T, Rxx ∼ T , cot ΘH ∼ T 2 , MR ∼ − h
2

T 4
.

It is convenient to rescale the temperature and magnetic field and work with dimen-

sionless quantities. In particular, if we introduce two positive constants z0 and c0

through Z = z0/T and C = c0T (the values of the constants depend on the specific

theory one examines), we can construct the dimensionless expressions

T =
c2

0z0

ρ2
T, h =

c2
0z

2
0

ρ3
h . (5.49)

We then have

Rxx = ζ0 T

[
1 +

T2h2(
T3 + h2

)2
]−1

, ζ0 ≡
ρ2

c2
0z

2
0

,

cot ΘH =
T2

h

(
1 +

h2

T3

)
,

MR = − T2h2

(T3 + h2)2 + T2h2 .

(5.50)

We immediately observe that Rxx ∼ T approaches zero as T→ 0, and in particular

Rxx = ζ0T in the absence of a magnetic field. Thus, this system indeed describes a

metal phase.

The temperature dependence of the quantities (5.50) is plotted in Fig. 5.2, from

which it is clear that when the value of T is sufficiently bigger than h (more precisely,

when T3 >> h2), one realizes the strange metal scalings

S ∼ T, Rxx ∼ ζ0T, cot ΘH ∼
T2

h
, MR ∼ −h2

T4 . (5.51)

Our discussion is based on the rescaled temperature T which is defined with respect
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to the scale ρ2/(c2
0z

2
0), as seen from (5.54). Therefore, note that the regime we are

considering is not necessarily a high−T limit. It could indeed describe low tempera-

ture physics provided that this scale is sufficiently higher than the temperature the

experiment is probing.

In closing, we would like to mention a few additional features that are visible

in our analysis. First, note that in the absence of a magnetic field the linear tem-

perature dependence of the resistivity is exact. Moreover, as long as we are away

from the transition regime in which T and h are comparable, the in-plane resistivity

(5.50) is not very sensitive to the magnetic field. As a result, in the temperature

range in which one can realize (5.51), the magnetoresistance is small (and negative),

suggesting that the effect of a magnetic field does not alter the underlying normal

state. This is consistent with the observation in the experiment of [82]. Finally,

we note that the increase in the Hall angle at very small temperatures (visible in

Fig. 5.2) is similar to the behavior observed in [83, 84].

5.6 Magnetotransport in the DBI Theory

In this section we include the magneto-transport results for a theory whose gauge

field sector is described by the non-linear DBI model,

SDBI =
√
−g −

√
−det(g + Z1/2 F ) =

√
−g
[
1−

√
1− 2(Zs+ Z2p2/2)

]
, (5.52)

and which can be used to describe an ensemble of probe charge carriers interacting

with a larger neutral quantum critical bath. Note that (5.52) corresponds to the

special case Z1(φ) = 1, Z2(φ) =
√
Z(φ) of the theory studied in [19, 20, 25].
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Figure 5.2: Dependence of the resistivity, Hall angle and magnetoresistance in the
expressions (5.50) on the dimensionless temperature T. We fix h = 0.5 and find
good scaling behaviors when T & 3h = 1.5. We have chosen ζ0 = 2.

The associated in-plane resistivity and Hall angle are given by

Rxx =
C√
Z

√
ρ2 + Z(C2 + h2Z)

ρ2 + C2Z
, cot Θ =

C

hρ
√
Z

√
ρ2 + Z(C2 + h2Z) , (5.53)

with ρ denoting the charge density. We introduce two constants z0 and c0 through

Z = z0/T and C = c0T , and construct the dimensionless expressions

T =
c2

0z0

ρ2
T, h =

c2
0z

2
0

ρ3
h . (5.54)
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We then have

Rxx = ζ0
T3/2

1 + T

√
1 + T + h2/T2,

cot ΘH =
T3/2

h

√
1 + T + h2/T2 ,

MR =

√
1 +

h2

T2(1 + T)
− 1 .

(5.55)

In the “high-temperature” limit T� 1+h2/T2, one obtains [20] the simple scalings

Rxx ∼ ζ0T, cot ΘH ∼
T2

h
, (5.56)

while the magneto-resistance reads

MR ∼ h2

T3 . (5.57)

It is now obvious that the DBI theory (5.52) gives a weak-field magneto-resistance

that goes as h2/T 3, instead of the observed h2/T 4 for the cuprates, and therefore

it could be a contender to describe strange metals other than the cuprates. Fi-

nally, when h dominates over the temperature we obtain the strong-field magneto-

transport results,

Rxx ∼ ζ0
T1/2

1 + T
h, cot ΘH ∼ T1/2, MR ∼ h

T
√

1 + T
. (5.58)

We find that both Rxx and MR scale linearly with magnetic field, while the Hall

angle cot ΘH is almost h independent.
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5.7 Final Remarks

Our analysis has provided the first holographic realization of the temperature scal-

ings (5.51) through a simple and rather minimal non-linear model. In particular, our

results relied crucially on the presence of non-linear interactions among the charge

carriers, which appear to be a necessary ingredient for a bulk description of strongly

correlated electron matter. Working in the dilute charge limit allowed us to con-

struct a neutral quantum critical bath, key to identifying clean scaling regimes in

the transport coefficients.

In the model (5.38) the scaling of the Hall angle and of the magnetoresistance,

T 2 and T−4 respectively, were entirely fixed by the observation that the entropy

in the cuprates should be linear in temperature [80, 81], S ∼ T . Note that the

linear resistivity Rxx ∼ T would then follow immediately by requiring Rxx to scale

like the entropy, making the choice (5.44) natural. Although [85, 86] argues that

the resistivity should indeed be proportional to the entropy, their arguments are

not applicable in our model – the inclusion of axions leads to a temperature depen-

dent shear viscosity to entropy ratio [87]. Nonetheless, our study lends evidence to

the idea that the cuprates’ strange metal behavior depends crucially on the linear

entropy as well as on the existence of a strongly coupled quantum critical IR sector.

Note that the magnetoresistance associated with (5.38) is negative. Possible

mechanisms for a negative magnetoresistance have been proposed for example in [88,

89, 90]. We should stress, however, that both the sign and scaling properties of

quantities such as the magnetoresistance depend entirely on the specific model one

works with as we saw in Section 5.6. Indeed, the minimal model (5.38) is only one

among a large class of non-linear theories one could construct, which generically

lead to a highly non-trivial transport structure, as shown in (5.5) (and in (5.30)

away from the probe limit). Understanding this rich structure in more detail is
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especially important given the additional scaling regimes that have been recently

observed in different high-Tc superconductors, including the cuprates [91] and also

iron pnictides [92].
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Chapter 6

Summary and Outlook

String theory provides a powerful framework in which to describe quantum gravi-

tational effects. By replacing point-like particles with string-like excitations, string

theory overcomes the challenges faced by other theories attempting to quantize

gravity. One of the most remarkable developments that has emerged from string

theory is the holographic AdS/CFT correspondence. In its original formulation,

holography relates a certain string theory in AdS5 × S5 to N = 4 SU(N) SYM, a

conformal field theory in four dimensions. The duality has by now been extended in

a number of ways, as we have discussed in the early chapters of the thesis. Due to

the strong/weak coupling relationship between the gravitational side of the corre-

spondence and its quantum field theory counterpart, quantum theories with a large

coupling constant correspond to gravitational systems with a small coupling. Thus,

we see that by working in the perturbative gravity regime, one can probe the strong

coupling sector of the dual field theory, which is notoriously difficult to understand.

As a result, holography provides novel techniques for probing the dynamical behav-

ior of these strongly coupled systems by mapping them to gravitational theories.

A prime example is the application of these techniques to the celebrated high TC
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superconductors.

Traditional BCS theory describes conventional superconducting materials through

the formation of Cooper pairs. As we have seen, these pairs are an energetically

favorable solution to Schrödinger’s equation describing a second order phase tran-

sition as the material enters a superconducting state. However, high temperature

superconductors differ from BCS superconductors in fundamental ways, with their

pairing mechanism still unknown. More generally, strongly correlated electron sys-

tems are challenging to model due to the complexity of their phase diagram and the

presence of strong correlations between the charge carriers. Standard Fermi liquid

theory breaks down for systems of this kind.

In this thesis, we have explored the role of non-linear electromagnetic interactions

– well motivated by non-perturbative effects in string theory – on the transport

properties of strongly correlated quantum phases. The inclusion of such non-linear

terms is motivated by the strongly interacting nature of the charged degrees of

freedom in these systems. In particular, we have focused on applications to the

physics of the cuprate high TC superconductors, whose anomalous scaling behavior

could not be reproduced within holographic models with standard Maxwell terms.

The non-linear effects that we have examined arise from the DBI action for D-branes

in string theory. We have found fully backreacted solutions to this theory from which

it has become clear that DBI terms lead to a rich and complex structure for the

magnetotransport properties of the dual system.

We have extended this analysis by including a generic non-linear gauge sector,

which includes the DBI action as a special case. In addition to computing the asso-

ciated magnetotransport properties, we have focused on understanding the origin of

possible scaling behaviors in these theories. In particular, one can ask under which

conditions the resistivity will scale linearly with temperature, a crucial feature of the
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strange metal phase. Moreover, in the cuprates, the entropy, the Hall angle and the

magnetoresistance have also been shown to exhibit specific scalings not explained by

Fermi liquid theory. Working in the dilute charge limit (in which the backreaction

on the geometry can be ignored) we were able to realize several of the scalings seen

in the cuprates, for the first time in the holographic literature. This provides a proof

of principle that holographic model building can capture non-trivial properties of

these systems. In particular, in order for these scalings to be realized, it was crucial

to take into account nonlinear interactions among the charged degrees of freedom.

This model not only reproduces the scaling of the Hall angle and resistivity, but also

the entropy and magnetoresistance of the cuprates.

While our results provide the first holographic realization of these anomalous

scalings, we still lack a deeper understanding of their origin. In particular, repro-

ducing them required us to tune two of the parameters of our model. The origin

of this choice is still not clear. Additionally, we would like a deeper physical moti-

vation for the simple model of chapter 5, which led to the successful realization of

the cuprate scalings. More broadly, it would be valuable to identify any universal

features that are predicted by holographic models that account for interactions be-

tween the charge carriers. Such generic properties would provide additional insight

into the driving force of strongly interacting systems. Moreover, for holography to

have a bigger impact on the broader physics community, it is crucial that it leads

to testable predictions. We hope that our results can provide guidance towards the

construction of more realistic theories and help build intuition for the mechanisms

underlying the unconventional behavior of strongly correlated systems such as the

cuprates.
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